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Cloake Hill
Saturday at Sidney's Home Hardware on Beacon Aveni4e.
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By PAT MURPHY 
In a desperate effort to regain 
$159,459 lost in teacher days during 
the strike, Saanich school district 
trustees rejected what seemed to be a 
simple, clear-cut solution on 
Monday night and came up with two - " 
compromise options.
The board’s action was made 
necessary by a letter from the 
provincial minister of education in 
; which Jack Heinrich said grants to
year.
•Adding T5 :bfi more iminutes^tol
?by!$159j459, the amount C 
; by the ministry as a saving in salaries 
when morb than 300 teachers were ; 
absent on Nov. 8, 9 and 10 during 
what the letter termed an “illegal 
teacher’s strike.’’
“Your school board may have the 
grants restored,” the letter said, 
“when it can demonstrate to the 
provincial government that the lost 
instructional time has been 
recovered?’ It added the board must 
make sure teachers who did not go 
but on strike did not lose benefits to 
which they were entitled.
With next Wednesday thC" 
deadline for replying to the 
provincial ministry; the board cast 
around Monday night for options 
which would be acceptable to the 
v: ministry.,;;:S','.;;: v;;..
Among those considered: ;
•Converting teachers’ three 
discretionary" days to sirnple 
instructional days.
•Adding eight minutes to the 
schbbl day to; tlu; end of the schppl
semester.
•The “Kelowna Plan.” In this 
proposal, which ernanated from 
Premier Bennett’s hometovvn school 
district, teachers guarantee students 
will fully cover the curriculum 
before the end of the next semester 
which terminates at the end of 
January. This wobld mean extra 
assignments..
What the board came up with, 
"after considering; backtracking arid 
compromising, was ambdificatiph 
of the first" suggestion ’ vand 
acceptance of the fourth.
The mbdificati6ri mak e^ it 
bptional for teachers, who did not 
go out on strikCj tb give up their
The already-approved major 
development of 140 lots on Cloake 
Hill may be halted due to question.s 
of impropriety raised by aldermen at 
a special meeting of council 
Thursday.
Although two public hearings 
have been held, zoning bylaws 
passed and a development permit 
issued, the new council wants to 
know if the two past councils acted 
correctly in handling the matter.
Municipal solicitor Brian 
Barrington-Foote was asked to 
report back to council in respect to 
“preliminary discussions” which 
pcurred between members of 
council and developers before 
passage of the zoning bylaw'.
What particularly concerns 
aldermen was a meeting allegedly 
held in the library of plan proponent 
Geoffrey Calvert late in 1981 which 
was attend by former aldermen Alan 
Cornford, Jay, Rangel and Jim 
Gumming. (Rangel stepped down 
last month and the two aldernien; 
were defeated in the Nov; 19 
election.)
Eric Sherwood, a present rnember 
of council, was mayor during;the: 
period and told Thursday’s council 
meeting he had no knowledge of the 
alleged meeting.
“If there has been some 
impropriety in the public hearing 
process 1 would support rezoning it 
back to where it was,” Sherwood
Newly-elected Aid. Rebecca 
Vermeer asked. Barrington-Foote 
whether extensive discussions about 
a water system for the proposed 
subdivision indicated council had 
already made up its mind to rezone 
the land prior to public hearings.
Barrington-Foote said “no”. “It
r^Js'
Lovely bride Sherry Reimer, 8815 Portland Place, Dean Park, and bridegroom John Dorman, 
Sidney, were married Saturday at Holy Trinity Church on West Saanich Rd. and flown by 
helicopter to Deep Cove Chalet for wedding recepiionfPil6t\yas Sherry's ddd^ Bob Reimer, chief 
flying instructor of Vancouver Island Helicopters at Pat Bay Airport. Murray SUnnatt Photo
on an instructional basis. Teachers
attend.'.,,;:-
It wasriot fair, trustee Lois Walsh 
said, to ask teachers who did not go 
oh strike to give up their 
discretionary days even though they 
were paid and striking teachers were 
hot for the early November days. :
Adding eight minutes to a school 
day was not educationally sound,; 
said chairman John Betts. Fifteen 
minutes a day might sec something 
dohc but hot eight minutes.
“ I am opposed to both eight and 
15-minUtcs additions,’ ’said Parrott; 
“'They arc not wbrkablc solutions;” 
on Page A3
; I
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proposal to proceed without council; 
having a look” at the developer’s 
plans.
He said aldermen are;“allowed to
preconceptions” as long as they are 
fair at the public hearing and keep 
their’’ impartiality.” :
“It is inevitable that there are: 
going to be;: some strong views 
expressed before a public hearing,” 
said the lawyer.
:“Well 1 have enough doubts in 
my mind to put a halt to this thing 
and seek legal advice,” said Aid. 
Edgar Farthing.
Council directed Barrington- 
Foote to consider the matter but
process in the meantime.
The lawyer said he didn’t think 
the cohcerns should ,“iiavc an effect 
on . what is going on since 1 don’t 
think the municipality has done 
anything wrong.”
Ctmlinued on Page A.3
Rangel says the newly-elected 
council is catching “end of the year 
madness”. Last year at this time 
there was an attack on the Bob 
Wright marina development, he 
shys, This time it’s the Cloake Hill i 
• development; with himself, and; 
former aldermen Alan Cornford 
and Jim Gumming as targets.
Rangel is threatening to sue 
anyone on council who has accused 
him of impropriety bh the Cloake 
Hill issue.
; The question of; impropriety was: 
raised by; aldermen at a Dec; 8 
special; council meeting. They are 
concerned with a nieeting held in the 
library of developer Geoffrey 
Galvery and attended by; Rqngcl — 
who was an alderman at the time, 
Cornford and Cumming, (See story 
,,;Page'l).':;,
: Rangel says he’s disgusted with; 
council — “it’s sleazy” — and says 
aldermen had every opportunity:to 
bring up (he question of the meeting 
Dec. 8.“1 asked them to bring up 
: any cbncertis'lhey had abbut Cloake
They should have brought it;up 
whetv 1 was there to ansvyer in public 
—• n ot to d ra g a pe rs o n ’ s n a m e 
through the mud. They didn’t have 
the guts; and decertcy; to do it 
publicly, he charged: ?
Rangel saykhe was at the meeting 
in Galvcrt’s library but was lhcre tb 
talkribbui Avatcivhc was not there to 
d5sc,i.iss‘,":rczoh,ihg;;''"iJqweycr,;’;;thq,
former mayor says he “can’t speak 
for other people.”
He admits rezoning “may have 
been mentioned” but reiterates his 
big concern was water supply.
He insists there was “nothing- 
secret” about the meeting and 
claimed Aid. George We.stwood 
brought it up at council“and it was 
discussed openly.”
Rangel says he would“visit with 
the devil in hiX lair if it was good for; 
the municipality.”
And( he; says, ; when ; c 
feceiyed;aapplicationJune;l;;i982; 
for one-acre rezoning at Cloake Hill 
he initially voted against it.
Former mayor and alderman Jim 
Cumming reacted to the suggestions 
of iriVprbpricty with the ;cbrncht:
: “Mrs; Vermeer is riew oh councih 
There were two ex-mayors; and 
people; :wcll versed in municipal 
affairs sitting bti council at the time 
of the Cloake Hill discussions.”
;“Iihink shehasa lof learn.”
Cumming said belorc a; public 
hearing ; isy hcld;; there ;arc:;many 
discussions.
Cnntiniiod on Page A3
';:Thc;;;;Rcvicw ;.;6ffice,-':Js;:;;a;;
wonderful place to be in at this 
time of the year ns a procession 
of people arrive doily with their 
cheques or cash — or 
contributions of food or toys — 
for The Rcvicw-Sldncy Lions 
Christmas Fund. : ?
And thcfc^s something special 
that happens to pcoplq when 
they're; giving—• their faces 
reflecting a comIprtnble feeling 
that what they're doing i.s right 
'■■and good,.
One wopian jVyhb ;\vas thanked 
for hir donation said' With 
surprise,” ’ “But that's what 
Christmas is alfabout; isn^l it?”
Althouglvwe’rc grateful for the 
;';tcsponsef od'ate,::wb;;jnust';Toint; 
out that the'need is gi cuter this 
year and therefore the demand 
for funds more urgent; V : 
We’re running out of time and
with so few days left to Christmas 
we must have" wholehearted 
response immediately if we're: 
going to bridge the gap between ; 
funds donated so far and pur; 
target of $10,000. ; V ,
At the climax of last year's 
drive ;we pointed out that Saanich ; 
Peninsula residents had truly 
“taken care of their own.” ; ;
; So vvc'rc asking, please make 
the dream come true again and if 
you can afford 10 give, come on 
down, right now, to The Review 
offices,; 2367 Beacon, and make : 
yoiir donation.
Then we'll be able to say again 
that;the community cares and is ^ 
stiir— even in; these hard and 
di Ificuli days getting behind 
pco|»lc wIri aic uftuhlc tu piovidc 
'decent Christmas ; cheer for 
themselves or their families?
We’d like to say a special thank
you to Anne Johnson,
' Pianagercss of Sidney;Esso oh ; 
Beacon. This warm-hearted lady 
;itai h load of playmobilc toys 
she’s selling as stocking stuffers; 
and she’s decided to give 
proceeds of all sales to our fund.
And a very spcciak“hello” and 
thank you to all those nice coffee 
shop: staff members at Swartz 
i Bay ferry terminal Who coUcctcd 
$70hctwecn ihcin and delivered it 
to Its with a note, expressing the 
hope the donation “can be used 
:’';'by'somc needy Tamily;”^
There are so many wonderful 
people to thank — Bob Ward 
who manages the ship Pandora 
rind now the vessel Is laid up, .sent 
: along more than $1()0 won 
,-'fOud.":
Tanners Bobk and Gifts who 
are donating the proceeds from 
their stocking raffle; St Paul’s
Sunday schabi:rirpup; ;St Joh^n 
Ambulance; St Andrewfs Church 
in Sidney, and many otliers, all of 
whom hriyc contributed ciihef 
rnoncy, toys or both. ; ? ; ' :
Please bring or send your 
nioney donation to The Review 
office Where yoti can also drop 
off non-pcrlshnblc food rind (bysi 
Leave (Pod and toys also at the 
P ri n i n s u 1 a C; 0 m tn u n i t y
Association office oh;2hd St. or 
at the organi^taiipu's; ppN„ If 
;st'orc,‘ Trafalgar;;';;'.Squarc, 
''Brentwood.;;:;;;
' Sidney Kiwariis arc organizing 
the distribution of toys which 
may also be left at any lirehall 011 
th6 Saanich Peninsula. 
■'';':;The;PCA;;is''gailtcring;a;Iisf pf 
; jjcupic.;; wIr^; riecd.;;hci|», i f-youi i 
family needs a food hamper of 
toys for the children; fill in the 
form'/: on'''page^XP'V
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A Full Selection of Self-Basting Turkeys 
Available at Safeways
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Christmas trees are now being sold by Tsartlip scout group at Co-op, 
Seaboard Plaza;. Fencing supplies were donated by Butler Bros, while Co-op
. . ..... . ... y
Webb, Butler Bros., Stuart Newman and Pat Fafard, Peninsula Co-op 
manager. All proceeds go to Tsartlip scout group. !
■"7.'Murray.Sharratl Photo ■
'Regular 'Drip or 
'Extra Fine.
454g (1 lb.) Tin . .
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;:Free7 gym: i or' ST A(^
Sidney Teen Activity Conimunity Associatipn,X 
4 sponsor^ said 7the/
use of the gymnasium at group was making good use 
Sidney elementary school of the facility. In a letter of 
from January to March, thanks, STAG said a floor- 
1984, Saanich school board hotkey nieht was being held 
p''.''‘s'district '■...■^trustees:-;.-'.,"decided7.'. 77:7':;;.. 77:7'.... ,7;.. .7'':;7
^ .W Monday night. Monday in the
Trustee Joe Lott, board gymnasium. Up to 18 
representative on the youngsters per session were 
executive of the Peninsula attracted.
[ Saanich school district trustees Monday night slashed for putting a lot of effort into making these cuts,” said '
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One ol the biggtest cats came m reassigment or custoaiai cirstrict. 
hours. Reduced by more than 40 hours a day from Jah. 1, Trustee Rubymay Parrott said that 13 companies made 
the new caretaker plan will save $100,000. on a contract to improve the sprinkler system in a
Other cuts saw the employment level of aides in food number of district schools after which the ministry of
I departments in Parkland and Claremont reduced, saving education disallowed the project.
I some $11,000. „iii v,o .... She could see the need for restraint, Parrott said, but the
Computer leases m secondary schools will be cut from
- .7 qubmiitine carefullv-Dlanned estimates with accompanying
1608 Quadra St.
I^;7;7-^4, EsMmV
Bus driver hours will be cut in January saving another .
$17,000. This is possible because all school buses have now arawin&s. 
been converted to propane thus eliminating warm-up time He was stunned, said trusteee Joe Lott, at the ministry s 
and buses will, from the new year, be cleaned by action. He did not think that the ministry could or should 
custodians rather than drivers. do anything to stop measures designed to reduce the fire
“1 would like to thank the finance committee and staff hazard in schools.
VOICE POCKET PAGERS
] BEEPERS from $i6;00 per month 4











Sidney Mayor Loyd Mayor Burdon — who and there is nothing ^
Burdon and Central attended the meeting at improper in that. The real ;
I Saanich Mayor Dave Hill which rookie Aid. Rebecca decision is made with/;-*
ni.i ̂ niifirnlv on ilic ' Vcmiecr asked the council rivcmbeirs face to
■'■/' .sV*
came out .squarely on the Vermeer asked the council members c
side of the North Saanich’s municipal lawyer if council face.
former conncil Monday members had already made *<| Vcrmeci
when asked to comment on up their minds to rezonethe .j ijitic off-base. Being 
the propriety of that land prior, to pbulic j^st grasping
council's actions.. hearings .said the at straws.”
North Saanich council tpicsiionwa.sirrelevant,
.,.,....1 'nu.rv.if.K. In »£'( 'I Btirdon called 'the
Icttiil opinion on how the “*t '« d'c council as n accusation a ’’ludicrous
pmit cmincil handled the whole that makes a decision exhibition” mtulc by an ^
HO-lot Cloake Hill and not a committee or a derman who is ^
.•uhdivlnon on which group of individuals.” obviously rcccivmg; outside T
him;',gXSJ b«n "Spade-work mus, «>.K'!.in8 by nncHher ,
held and u development always be done in advance individual,
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According to Hill, the 
real impropriety would 
arise if council nicmbcrs 
met witli a tuoponenl of 
d e v c 10 )> m c tn « f 1 c r ■ t h c • 
public hearings.
j "But before a public 
hearing 1 would not want to
I deny anyone the right to 
meet with any individual.
"A developer is a 
taxpayer like anyone else 
and has the some right of 
access to council members
,77'-4'as;jnybne,else-~7at;7hpnw-
i ■::;777 7or' ;:,:;W,liercvcr,':,.4L.''.: dpestj’L
matter.
”U Is after the public 
licaiiiig is adjourned th.'tt 
meetings could prejudice a
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healing,” he said,
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Board’s
Joan Ward-Harris signs copies of her latest book — More 
Than Meets The Eye, The Life and Lore of Western 
Wildflowers — Saturday at Tanners Books and Gifts on
Beacon A ve. Ward-Harris has both written and illustrated 
book which received rave reviews and sells for $29.50.
Murray SharraH Photo
Continued from Page A1
Later Parrott said 
relinquishing of
discretionary days by all 
teachers would probably be 
the move most acceptable 
to both the government and 
the public. The public had a 
very poor perception of the 
practice of teachers having 
three days during which 
they held study sessions or 
workshops but did not 
instruct pupils.
Motions made, covering 
the conversion of the 
discretionary days, were 
lost for lack of seconders as 
trustees waffled and veered, 
seemingly unable to make 
up their minds.
At the conclusion Parrott 
said she had grave doubts 
about the legality of 
governmental action in 
withholding grants made up 
of taxes paid in good faith 
by residents of the school 
district. The ministry said if 
the money was not restored 
it would go back into 
general revenue. That 
means educational money 
would be used for highways 
or some other governmental 
purpose.
Was that appropriate? 
Was it legal?
Donald Munro — MP 
for Esquimalt-Saanich since 
1972 — Friday announced 
his intention to nominate 
Pat Crofton to stand as the 
ri di ng’ s candid ate in the 
next general election, 
expected sometinie in 1984;:
set for Jan. 21.
Munro told a gathering 
of Progressive-
Conservatives that Grofton 
“has been a supporter of 
the party for many years 
and has acted not only as 
president of the local 
association for a couple of 
terms, but in other 
capacities as well.
“Futhermore he was my 
campaign manager' on a 
number of occasions in the 
past. I am looking forward 
to being part of his team, as 
; he was part pf mine, ’ ’ said 
Munro.
Munro added he and his
Pat Crofton
y^ife are looking forward to 
“developing a new way of 
life; that will not include
MP iyon Munro
f ly i n g b ac k and fort h 
regularly to Ottawa.”
A Saanich alderman since
1980; Crofton was born in 
Ganges on Saltspring 
Island, educated at; 
VictOria’s ; Uniyersity 
School and graduated from 
: Royal Roads^^ Canadian 
Forces Military College in 
1956.
Since leaving the Royal 
Canadian Navy in: 1971 he 
has owned and operated 
Ballymurry Farm at 4010 
Prospect Lake Road.
Besides his aldermanic 
duties he is a director on the 
Capital Regional Board, 
member of the Camosun 
College board of governors, 
directof of Great^ Victoria 
Housing Corporation, the 
Capital Regional Transit 
Commissiqri and nurnerous 
Other bodies including the 
Victoria chaniber; of 
commefce and;; Sanich 
P e rt i n s u 1 ’
rinstitute.-"'
Members of Central Saanich council are enthusiastic 
about the possibility of a federal marine park being set up 
on this coast and are hopeful the chosen site may be 
Saanich Inlet.
Councillors from that district along with others from 
North Saanich and staff from Saanich met with 
representatives of the national Parks Canada department 
at the forestry research station on Burnside Road Dec. 6.
They discussed ground rules for creating a marine park 
and were told the basic criteria which would allow an area 
to qualify.
Central Saanich Aid. George MacFarlane says the 
meeting was both preliminary and technical with about 50 
people attending representing everything from municipal 
government to universities, environmental groups and 
scuba diving clubs.
‘ ‘We would like to see a marine park out here in western 
Canada,” said MacFarlane,” and we would like to see it 
include Saanich Inlet.”
But he says budgets are slim and the areas to choose a 
marine park from so vast the competition will be keen. The 
new marine park could be located in the Great Lakes area. 
Northwest Territories, Nova Scotia or others.
“It may be a question of the squeaky wheel getting the 
park,” he commented.
With this in mind MacFarlane said municipal councils 
and community groups should start getting activated on 
the project so that strong representation can be made next 
time the federal parks researchers visit the coast.
Central Saanich parks and recreation chairman Ron 
Cullis explained the creation of a marine park here is 
highly desirable but problematic in that there are, “so 
many overlapping jurisdictions. ”
“And how do you make it compatable with existing 
foreshore developments?”
These are some of the concerns his committee will be 
looking into in order to ‘‘save this special environment.”
Continued front Page A1
;; Central Saanich where they 
are; discussing development 
at Tod Inlet or look at 
r Sidney where there have 
been meetings about the;
' bhe-way couplet for four or 
five years.
“Is it expected that a 
f cotincil ntember go to a 
public heating while 
uninformed about the; 
matter? Remember that the; 
bylaw mtist be prepared and, 
read before the public 
hearing stagt? is arrived at,”
- f''
'■he'said.X;.
! As for the meetings with 
Calvert before the public 
hearing, Cumming pointed 
out Alan ' Cornfbrd was 
chairman of the water 
oommittcc at the time and; 
cliscusisons at that level are 
'fcommon practice” in 
ihunicipalitics,
Cornford was also 
chairman of«the planning 
committee (hiring part of 
l(ic ijnic wliett Cloakc; Hill 
was ithder d
;; (bl d : 'fh c;; Rev jew; t ha t, i t 
','was always';;hiade clear b 
iHbcleyelppcf that: there \vas 
no j cammitimchtf /m
before the hearings.” It’s a she knows nothing about,’ 
matter of record, said he said. ,
Cofnforci. “Any implication or
“I think Mrs. Vermeer i.s comment that there was any 
spouting off about things impropriety is a lie.”
During a Nov. 8 special ^ 
North Saanich council 
meeting Aid. George 
Westwood was appointed 
director to the Capital 
R. e g i o h a 1 D i s t f i c: t with 
Mayor; Harold ;; Parrott as; 
alternate director.
Aid. Loyd Harrop was 
designated council’s 
representative on the 
Saanich Peninsula Water 
'Commission while Dave 
Eburne was appointed 
member at large.
Aid. Edgar Farthing was 
appointed to the Peninsula 
Recreation Commission, 
Ray Mott will be the 
municipal resident member 
at large and Joan Beattie 
was appointed ;membert at 
large for the joint post 
; representing both Sidney 
and North Saanich;
V an CO u V e r : 1 s Ian d 
Regional Library board 
member will be Aid. Eric 
Sherwood again : this year 
with Farthing acting ; as; 
alternate. *
Director for Greater: 
Viefbria Labour Relations 
A s soc i a t i o n will be 
Farthing,, Parrott will be 
a 11 er nate; H ar r(^ was
appointed director for 
Sidney Teen Activity Group 
in spite pf a request; from 
STAG that S h er w o o d 
CO n t i n u e. S her wo o d 
explained he v/ould Tike 
another alderrhan to have 
expefince with the group; ; ;;
School District 63 liason 
comidittee: mernbers will be; 
aldermen Sherwood and 
Parrott and Parrott will 
also sit on the . Victoria 
bicycle committee.
Farthing was appointed 
deputy-mayor.
Ml— »
“I hay(J apprehensions 
; about tiii'niitg; the clock , 
back on vuH this.” said 
Mayor Harold ParrotlvWho> ‘ 
added, c()uncil caiv Contiim^ ; 
to fine-tune the
dcyelopment
resolve its “rough edges;”
I’arthing agreed that t 
permit, which; con 
the 80 hectares (rf hillside, is 
missing some details.
In an interview after the 
' meeliiig furuiet aldci luen 
and current prcsidcht pi’|hc ; 
,;;;Pecp;,CoVe,'.': Ratbpstyer^::;-;;;
thaf council blThe day was i,
Tnlbrmaiion out; to; the ; 
puhliclf on the sub|ect; of ; 




closed on the tellowing^^^d
Monday, December 26 th 
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Is it improper for aldermen to have private 
meetings and discussions with developers prior to a 
formal approach to council or a public hearing?
Three former members of North Saanich council 
A—- mayor Jay Rangel hrid aldermen Alan Gornfofd 
and Jirri Gumming -— met with developer Gleoffrey 
Galveft at his home sometiihe before Jan. 11,1982, 
and had a discussion which “ranged over the size 
of water pipes for immediate installation in the 
road next to the reservoir, to the further distribu­
tion of water over the whole area extending far out­
side our immediate area, to the relation of this to 
the present zoning restrictions, and the future of 
these zoning standards.”
The passage in quotes was taken from a letter 
written by developer Geoffrey Galvert to his co­
developers.
On June 1, 1982, council received an application 
for one-acre zoning at Gloake Hill.
, And on .lune 21, council granted approval in 
: principle to the devdopment of. some 210 acres at ' 
■ Gloake Hill into one-acres lots by rezoning the area 
from rural to residential.
On Sept. 16 Galvert advised council developers 
were proceeding with the subdivision. Develop­
ment work included road alignement and grade 
construction and installation of water lines and 
property services without. Aid. Rebecca Vermeer 
says, submission to the district of construction 
plans or approval of any plans. At this tirrie Galvert 
asked council to proceed with the rezoning bylaw 
and to schedule public hearings.
The first and second reading of Zoning Bylaw 
406 took place Nov. 1, 1982.
The first public hearing was Jan. 27, 1983, the 
second public hearing June 22, 1983. On July 11 
the bylaw received a third reading and was adopted 
Sept. 19.
Aid. Rebecca Vermeer has asked council to con­
sider whether any of the events indicate that coun­
cil had already made up its mind to approve the 
rezoning and development to one-acre lots prior to 
public hearings, and she questions, if such was the 
case did council recognize the principle of fairness 
and impartiality in the public hearings? ^ ^ ^
The newly-sworn council last week decided to 
seek legal advice and has directed lawyer Brian 
Barrington-Foote to consider the matter. Aid. Eric 
Sherwood, who was mayor at the time of the 
meeting between Calvert and the three aldermen, 
says he “had no knowledge” of the meeting.
If there has been some impropriety in 
hearing process Sherwood says he would support 
rezoning the Cloake Hill land back to rural.
We are not so concerned with the library meeting 
between Calvert and the three aldermen, although 
one could .soy it might have been wiser to hove con­
fined such mcctiitgs to the offices at North Saanich 
municipal hall.
More important is the fact that work proceeded 
at Cloake Hill on the basis of “approval in princi­
ple” only and pripf to the w 
cd or public hearings,
It can be assumed that such work would take 
; place at and subsequent public
iiicarihgs ahbdccisions could result in the dcycibpcf
ya waiina buy a Cabbage Patch kid?”
60 YEARS AGO
From the Dec. 13,1923, issue of The Review
“Mike,” Vancouver’s freak cat with furry hands 
instead of paws, is being featured in the courts in a 
claim by two alleged owners. The present owners claim 
they rescued it as a starving alley kitten last summer. 
The Fox films took a “movie” of the cat last week. The 
wife of a prominent doctor has offered $300 for the cat.
*>1', *'
The first air funeral, 20 planes in line,was held in 
Paris. The cortege left Croydon, England, with the 
hearse plane covered with flowers. The 20 airplanes 
draped in black and flying mourning streamers, 
followed the “air hearse.” The body of Alex Maneyrol, 
pioneer “flivver flyer,” who crashed to his death, was 
carried in the first plane, and was the first human being 
to be given an air funeral.
50YEARSAGO
From the Dec. 13,1933, issue of The Review
Owing to the many inquiries being received from 
farmers who wish to make an edible (table) syrup from 
sugar beets the division of chemistry at the experimental 
Farm, Ottawa, has been making further experiments to 
ascertain the possibility of making a palatable, 
wholesome and good-appearing syrup for home use.
The trouble experienced in the past has been to get a 
syrup that was not black in color and did not have a 
disagreeable after-taste. After many experiments it was 
found that a fast and incomplete extraction by steaming , 
the sugar beet pulp would give a syrup with a light 
brownish color and without the disagreeable after-taste 
as before experienced.
40 YEARS AGO : :-
From the Dec. 15,1943, issue of The Review
Ten survivors of a USAAF Flying Fortress were 
rescued by an RAF air-sea rescue launch after their 
aircraft had landed in the sea 30 miles west of Sardinia. 
A Catalina flying boat of the USAAF Coastal 
Command Air-Sea Rescue Service had previously found 
the crew; but was unable to take off with them as it 
damaged its outboard wing float in landing.
As thoughts turn to Christmas and the jolly red-suited 
man, we at Resthaven Lodge think even more of a man 
who helps us all year round. We have a friend in Bill 
Krasniuk, who comes to visit his wife, Mary, every day 
and helps other residents at the lodge.
Some of the kind and thougtful things he does include v 
driving residents to appointments, running errands and 
providing residents with extra treats, such as fruit and
But most of all he brings happiness to all.
Vera Lea, 
Resthaven Lodge
enthusiastic, ambitious and dedicated group of young 
adults can accomplish!
The 50s wardrobe; hair-do’s, set, props, music, 
singing, dancing, etc. was nothing short of astounding; ;. 
It was great. . : and that was their ppening night! i a
The hours and work devoted to presenting this 
excellent/play to the public rnust be countless; and the 
entire cast, crew, directors, running crew and volunteers 
are certainly to be commended and congratulated.
I hope residents of Sidney and surrounding area will 
take advantage of this terrific entertaining opportunity,
—’ take in the performance, 5t the ’same timeand 5
supporting the extrordinary young talent we are so 
fortunate to have right here.
DiaheAckermah
: Despite severe weather conditions bn Dec. 7, the Red 
Gross blood:donor cliriic/at Saancha Hall, spprisored by ; 
Sidney Rotary Club, was a great success.
At total of 248 donors attended and gave the gift of 
life to some unknown friend.
On behalf of the Red Cross and Sidney Rotary Club 
Blood : Donor committee, a sincere thank you to all 
donors and the iviany volunteers who ditl a Jot of 
telephoning and helped to sjaff the clinic; Their efforts 
were' splendid .and exemplify Jhe Rotary mottoA of 
'/“Service above Self”'.''-..:';"':^:'':;:
-'a AA"’-'a/
A''.'.Ara:.i-'’ ' AA/^AA'': ‘--.Chairman.
Joltn Travolta and Olivia Ncwion-.lohn cat your 
hearts out!''"""'"'''""''''
Lasi \veck I luul the great pleasure of enjoying 
Parkland school's prtuluction of “Circaso” . . . and 
what a production! Here is an e.xamplcvbf wHat ait
As we move through December and get our daily 
countdown of the number of shopping days ’til 
Christmas^ it’s siaid/we; become SO engrossed with giving A 
and getting, we tend to forget: that there are people a 
Awof Id away who are literally crying for help. People in 
the Developing World, blind people, who are waiting 
for us to put into practice the teachings of the One 
whose birth we are celebrating.
Think about this as you listen to Christmas carols . . . 
v^'e allow more than half of our world’.s estimated blind 
brethren - who can be rest ored Jo sight by simply easily 
performed cataract surgery costing only $25 per patient; 
A- to go without and live but the:ir lives in tbtal darkness.
A pbr the cost of a meal in a gbod restaurant a destitute, 
blind, dependent, depressed persbn can be transformed 
into a happy satified independent, productive person. 
For. $25 the farmer goes back to his field, the carpenter 
to his bench, the mother to her hearth and the child to a 
: "full', promisingJife. a:
: As anAeyb surgeon who has worked among the. 
destitute in the Developing World I want to tell you 
A about i a Canadian organization that makes it possible 
: for ihbblind tb receive the gift of sight. a -
; t Opcraiiqn Eyesight is a small Canadian charity 
■ started Aiinder the leadership of Dr. Ben and Evelyn
Conliniicd on Page AS
Night after night and day after day aircraft of the 
Allied Nations maintain the air offensive against 
Germany and occupied Europe. Huge 5 aroiaoi^ot 
factories are selected for special attention and whole ■ 
industrial areas have been razed to the grbund. Berlin 
had 6,000 tons of bombs drbpped oii it in 1943 up to 
-Sept.'2.a::-', a:::a;-'-''' AA''"';a:a:a
30 YEARS AGO
From the Dec: 16,1953, issue of The Review
Few families have experienced a run of bad luck to 
equal that of G.F. Gilbert, 3rd St., Sidney. Recently the 
sequence started when the Gilbert dog was run down by 
a car. While.there was still an air of mourning over the 
accident Mr. Gilbert experienced a serious illness and 
remained bed-ridden for a number of->weeks. Young 
Robert Gilbert, then fell from his motor cycle and 
escaped without serious injury when he landed in a 
ditch. Following this, his brother Roland, struck a tree 
while driving into Victoria in his car. He suffered minor 
injuries and his car was extensively damaged.
T^ conculsion to the sequence occurred at the mental 
hospital on the mainland. Donna Gilbert, who is 
. nursing at Essendale, was struck over the head by a 
; patient.
Alio YEARS AGO
( From the Dec; 18; 1%3, issue of The Review
Largest single housing development in the history of 
Sidney hasA been augmented. Last spring saw the 
opening of thelMafyland subdivision,, south of Weiler 
Ave., with 42 lots. The new year will bring an additional 
54 lots to the project.
-A A -'.A*-;;*. , *'A'/-A'-V A..A.-'A- -'''^A^'-'A-
10 YEARS AGO
From the Dec. 12,1973, Issue of The Review 
A Sidney women was* robbed for the kcond time: 
within two months while she was preparing to make a 
night deposit at a Victoria bank last month.
Mrs, Brenda Marie Otlen was robbed at gunpoint 
early Dec. 4, when she was approaching the night 
depository of the Toronto Dominion Bank at 1900 
Richard in Victoria, police said last week ;J
a:.'A
The American fuel crisis has hit Santa Claus right 
where it hurts-- in the fuel lankj of his Christmas Ship.
: The Bellingham, Washington, .laycees -- who have 
brought Santa to Sidney and the Gulf Islands for many 
years “- announced this week thatjhc fuel shortage had 
forced them to cancel ihis year’s trip to Sidney.
... , .;;5)A
At the?l®Slslqtum
losing money, AhdJhat’s a big risk because legally,
. ...................... . .......... ... .approval in principle isn’f w 
an indication of good faith on the part, of council 
and certainly docs not represent a promise, ■
Many people lTiiighi :dssumc that*if a d 
were encouraged to go ahead vvJih Nvqrk on Jli^ 
basis of approval in principle the public hearing 
procedure might well be juM a sitam, But perbaps 
there wa.s no cncourageinem and the deci.sion solely 
(he dcvclupcis.
It is likely that as in the Bob Wright case a 
year ago — even if council found sufficient 
evidence to tevei.sc /uniilig it lou late now to .stop 
(he development. In that case, council would be 
wise to ensure the development permit contains all 
the safegbard-s needed for the future phases of this 
140-home development.
Editorial writers and political columnists have 
speculated that : Solidarity will disappear from the: 
IJritisli .GdurhlJn soon as; things return to
notmal
: Th0A see :Sd phenbmenpn,
born (if (?xiiente fcaciibit to cxiWmc Icgislaiibn. Lej the 
gbvcrnrnchl fetuni id policies that faintly resemble a 
rniddltofJheTciad attitude, and Solidarity will fade 
:::a\vay,:Sdihey.,sayAA::AA‘:':A.AA.:': - J-'
I beg to ditler. 1 believe that .Solklatiiy is here to .stay.
, And l UUist fuim by that prospect.
'''one'"I'h'big;'tbe'’''an|?er"and''‘ frnstralinn'/'over''The; 
gdveinfnent 's furitius legislative A package :back A last 
summci and the united opposition that called it.scll' 
Solidaritv was one thing.
Ihc orgaiii/atton whiclv is now in place and which 
makes noises every time the government tiies to govern 
is something else all together. ^
Ihcn it ssa:, a genuine cNpre^idn of anqtnsb over the 
nctidris:iqf"a''gdwrrituent;'whfclv-;pursued;:a‘;ddurse,lr;ha^ 
'■:/‘not-a'nuotmced iitrali'hs harsh detniL -’ - :./-'/'A;-M-:'A-Ai;;AA-.:-,
Now it’s a lobby, a pressure group, which is injecting 
itself as an extra-parliamentary force into our political 
structure. And that’s something which .should alarm 
anyone who has the sliglitcst affection for our sy.stem.
Already we arc treated to threats by numerous groups 
to call tun Solidarity the moment something happens 
'thfiy dqn j jike; When the gpycfritfiq^
'the $18 million thfttAfas .savetl as a result of the t,h^^^ 
day icacliers’ strike, we were told that Solidarity would 
begin amMher round in its war with govJrrnment, if one 
Jeachef is laid oflVwho could have been kept on with the ; 
help of that $18 million.
' What that wiJuldAmcahi is: Fire one teacher and we 
will cauittef wiih the threat of a general strike.A^^^^^ J
We : : where this scenario will
cventualiyf lead Us. Nb matter what legislation the 
.government inirbduCesg Solidarity will threaten with a; 
general strike, 1'hc result is that governingwill become 
impossible.
The danger Solidarity rcprUscnis is that it has no ; 
political accountability; It Can survive: elections and 
remain ”in officcf” regardless of the voters’ wishes, ;
Solidaiiiy is not subjeu to tiie checks and balancc.s of 
:'Jlie''‘''’“ elect oral '‘:'and';'-'':''pffrlinrricntary/'':'proce'ss.':‘'‘:' 'The/':; 
|j0vernnierif mUsr a(:e0uni f()r its- actions at the ballot 
bq.X; Solidai ity doesn’t.
Solidarity c.Ncrciscs power without constraints. And 
that; cUn only 'lend to ttoublc because power corruptSA:
Aarid absqlutepovvcr corrupts absolutely. A A A ;A
Nor will Solidarity feel inclined to give tip its power if 
« and when a gbveniment closer to itii liking is elected, ' 
/;‘TVen"ir'Jbe/NDf*'';'''get/'bnekJnlO';offi'ce;‘-''Sblidar'it'y: will 
exert its cxtra-parUamcninry power on the goverumem.
-'Whcn''tbciNI>P'was''iri,o'f'fice,-,i»':babnb.cnd'bftrotfblc': A
with the trade unions, despite the tact that its basic 
philosophies link it closely to the unions. As 
government,the NDP liad to do .some things wiiich the 
linions didn’t like,b ut done tltey were,
I’m convinced it would take only a few months before 
open hostilities erupted between an NDP government 
and Sblidarity.
Any organization which exercises inordinate power 
spells trouble. In my view, Solidarity is such an 
J organization, And what’s more, it knows its pciwcr and 
isn't about to give it up.
;■ A I cannot end this piece without; pointing Put that 
.: we ovve jhc existence of Solidarity of Premier 
Bennett, He is the fabled sourcerer and Solidarity his 
npprcniicc. Having;unlcashcd Solidarity On us, he no 
longer has the power to stop it.
ecbnomicrecovcrybywayofjinpreccdcntcdlegtslation- 
that landed us in this in<;ss. Ciliriada Has a long bisiory of 
bringing about imlitbaV change: with gTeat;cnre, alwUys 
. allowing for co|nprom»se.: Canada isn’t used to radical 
politics.
The NDP was turfed out in 1975 because it had tried 
; lb implement its pi-bgram tobJast for the yoterst taste; 
That same fate may await Premier' Bcnnetf and his 
SocialACtedit government three years or so cloy>'n the 
road.
Unfortunately, the legacy of his excesses, no matter 
how wellontcmioned they w will still be with us.
A tinlike otherbbUimnists and polilical pudb 
believe for a imoiriciu that Solidarity will fold its tents 
and Jieal away into the rvlgln. Not now. and not for a
. .L':-,, Anb Jhat' ’prPspcct |'do, not clibrish,
miiimiiiiiHi
Wedih’sday, l\-ici>dui i THE /^£V/£n ’
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Continued from Page A4
Gullison, missionaries to India, while doing medical 
work among the poorest of the poor on the “Black 
Coast of India.”
It is now active in 16 countries each year restoring 
sight to over 60,000 blind and treating over 750,000 
people every year for a variety of eye ailments.
There is a real Christmas story here. In this world of 
conflict, suspicion and tension over 25 different racial 
and religious persuasions give Operaton Eyesight their 
support . . . Christians, Jewish, Hindu, Moslem and 
Sikh faiths are among those banding together to help 
each other. Support also comes from service clubs, 
governments, cooperations and schools. All these 
people of such varied backgrounds uniting to restore 
sight to the destitute is just a little bit of that “Peace on 
Earth, Goodwill to Men” that we hear so much about 
. . . but this my friends is a real living, breathing 
Christmas carol.
If you would like to be a part of this, you too can give 
the precious gift of sight. It only costs $25 (tax 
deductable) for the surgery, rnedical supplies, hospital 
stay, food and glasses.
Now, at the same time you can do something special 
for a friend. When you restore someone’s sight you can, 
if you wish, do it in the name of a friend. We have a 
speciaT Christmas gift card that wc will send them 
announcing the gifts of sight has been given, by you, in 
their name. Along with the Christmas gift card we will 
enclose a patient identification card showing the name 
of the one whose life was turned around in your friend’s 
name.''
For a joy filled Christmas just send $25 per sight 
restoration gift, your own name and friends’ name and 
addresses to Operaton Eyesight Universal, P.O. Box 
123, Stn. M, Calgary, Alberta T2P 2H6.
Ernest A; Johnson, M.D., 
'"eye surgeon, 
Calgary, Alberta.
We want to thank all our faithful supporters who 
have so generously contributed to the USC to help meet 
commitments to the hungry poor in the Third World.
However, the USC still requires $2 million to fund 
urgent requests for assistance and desperately needs 
friends and donors who will help to give hope to 
thousands in countries such as Bangladesh.
The use works with people of all faiths, both in 
Canada and the Third World. Receipts are i.ssued for 
income tax purposes. Please help!
Dr. Lotta Hitschmanova, C.C.
founding director, 
Raymond ven der Bulls, 
managing director.
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^ (This is a codv of a letter addressed to I Bicras
,■10345 Patricia.)'




executive of CUPE Local 441 held a rneeting on 
““ a war correspondent, manager of a news agency in Brazil, Nov. 23. At that meeting, the matter of the recent article 
or political colurhnist in Ottawa, would not get through in The Sidney Review w'as discussed. As you are aware, 
war-time censorship, or through the cautious editing of that Article contain comments on arid the results of vote 
staid Canadian newspapers. taken by our membership. The facts arid statements in
apt . Lynch relates stories of that article were attributed to a Mrs. Jean Bigras.
Canadians in Normandy in 1944 that cOuldnot appe;ar in ; Plese be advised that all discussions and business ; 
print at that time, and accounts Of Ottawa politics that dealt with at any meeting of CUPE Local 441 are for the 
; would have been omitted frorn newspaper coyerage for membership only. Results of any votes taken are forV^ /^
f shdwine bias: rf'lpncp tn ihr* mf^dia hv nnr pYpnitivp nnlv MpptinaR nf
TABLECLOIllSi
each
m S fear of o i g i . release to t e e i by ou  executi e o ly. eeti gs of
f c 818 YERDIER AVE.
BESIDE THE BRENTWOOD FERRY DOGKT
fy- • \ ,-52 • ’ ' Some of his stories are hilarioris --such; as:the one in any local are closed - that is c "
MafY ,E,l©railS Vn , which Congo leader Patrice Lumumba, during a state visit - for the membership only. ®
to Canada, sent two burly bodyguards late at night to bring (We note that Mrs.
____ the Hon. Ellen Fairclough, a mini.ster in the Diefenbaker Bigras is NOT a member.) p
cabinet^ to his hotel room. If you wvere :unaware df -T
Can ’t Print That! by Charles Lynch ^ ^ ^ As a newspaper, Charles Lynch has known seven please take note. We p
eirpeat would appear in a newspaper column. No one, of obligation in this matter.
course, will agree with all these opinions, but everyone can Wg await your reply.
, - vspaper appreciate the way Lynch has used this opportunity to Terry Armour V'
i job during the Depression because he had taken typing pnnt the unprintable. President CUPEL'-'
! lessons instead of college courses in literature. Now Ottawa . ., ’
bureau chief for Southam News, Lynch has been Lou O/n7 Pnnr T/ia/.' is available through either the 
entertaining and informing newspaper readers for 47 years. Sidney-North Saanich or the Central Saanich branch of the pj v, . .
Many of the more intriguing stories of his experience as regional library. •. ^ ' that.
ran in The Review referred
I - to a strike vote taken by il;
'I •
5 meeting
I .scientific world, and for some years the president has been members voted to strike, 
Y In the habitof calling on them for consultatidris - this tithe, and 68 were against; The 
however, he sounds hopeless. local, hovyeyer, was ordered
Mad bog Branzillo (El Rabipso) hasThfeatened to start to strike. The information 
: a nuclear war, and it looks as though he’s going to do it. came from Mrs J Jean 
/ Charles Wallace, with the unicorn, Gaudior. sets puf on a ; Bigras, whose husband is a 
perilous journey through time in an attempt tb;stop EL CUPE member.
Rabibso carrying out his plan to destroy the world.
If you’ve never read any of Madeleine L’Englcs many 
books, trythem, and if you liked /I HYvhAr/e m 77we you’ll 
love the other two in the TimeTrilogy, A Wind in the DoorBy Anne Lowan
L'Jumping Mouse;chiidren’sBopks;:::'y,;'::'-;"::jrYT,:/:'':Y':: v'"'',.':''and^/i;'.py//y/y,^77///4g:£/tfwL";T';;'y:^
T A swiftly Tilting Planet by Madeleine^ If Engle (Dell Spot's First Christmas by Erie f fill (General $J2.95)^r y^ 
$3,25) for El years old and up Preschoolers have delighted in the Spot books, IF/zcyc* ’.?
i Many of y^u will have read the first book in L’Engle’s-; ^
f trilogy, T TI77/;A:/e //r 7V/»e, in school. Remember Charles htWe Sp(>T^ Brsf ChriHm^^^ Christmas Eve, arid the 
Wallace, Meg; Sandy and Dennys %urry? Remernbcr puppy and his mot her are very {busy getting’ everything
“tcsscririg’’throughTime,: and meeting up with the three ;! ready. ‘‘Spptfbre ypu helpin to piish?’7 Sally asks as ihey^f 
: ,v strange women, Mrs Who, IVIts WhichTmdMis Whatsit? haul their tree honie. T he young reaihp lifts a llap and
Great writing, and 1 for one became very fond of the there’s Spot, liding along astride the tree trunk, ringing his
- Murry family and their friend, Calvin O'Keefe. In A bell and singing.
Swiftly Tilling Pl^ Charles is now a young A small surprise gieets von on etich page in,this way -
htah pf 15i Dennys aridySahdyjihye fcceiifly graduatcd j ^barollers ptitsideThe door, Spot bchiiulit
■ frprii medical and law schd^b^^^ the tree, tmd of course on Christmas morning, the llap
and marned to, you guessed it, Calvin O’Keefe. di.scloses Spot fiiuiing his presents from Santa in his
• The family has gathered for Thanksgiving, when the stocking.
cheerful chatter is stopped dead by a call from the White Good bright illustrations and an aitraciively simple text 
; House. This in itself is not highly unusual; both Mr and combine with the flap opi-’ning, to make this series
I Mrs Murray arc well respected for their work by the especially fascinating to young children,
r ; I r ldans for a Science; Olympics dll late January and a Kfisitianson and Walsh; Scrvi&s, Transportation: Loft,
s u Science Fail in early March for Saaiiich school disiricL EslIicr Gallriaiih, Parrott; edt
hH ubivsideied bV a triislees’committee: Krisiiaiison.
s .................... , , ......................................................
0 5 middle schools will be cotysi icd by a tru t s’c itt , Krisiiaiison.
4 two interested pafentsrand a teacher. ^ Galbraith: teacher liason: Galbraith and
0 ' P.W, Demchuk and Mrs. K, Dcmchuk along with - Lott; liabn with Peninsula Kccfeatioiv conimilte. Wtilsh;
n «. teacher D. Pimlott, of North Saanich school, were liason with Saanich cotincil, Knbianspn, ,Betts;^^,C^^^^
Saaniclt conncil, 1 Loveless, Galhraith; Noitli Saanich 
's In their letter to trustees the Dcmchuks arid Pimlott said council: Walsh, I.oti; Sidney, Lon. Parioit.
!tl^4b.'''f:'jhcTciencc'olympics'"W:puld:fnvolygTeanis;, of'Tniercsfcd;:';/ """ 
tearns from ithe three midtlle sehobls coining to 
(j North Saanich for a afternoon to cornpete in one or inore 
J.,'f':4t\:::cvcntsb related :;io::scien(jfi(;bT)ruiciplck:and'Ydcsig^^
is stimulate interest aud curiosity.
\e « ITie science fail would be held at a ccniial lucatiun on a
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One stormy December night in 1903 a postman 
named Einar Holboell was working late in a post 
office on the outskirts of Copenhagen. He was sorting 
great piles o f Christmas mail.
As he moved around among the mailbags he paused 
to look out the window. Just at that moment two little 
waifs, a ragged littled girl and boy appeared. He saw 
them only for a moment before they disappeared in the 
swirling snow.
Einar Holboell went back to the stacks of letters and 
parcels with a sad heart. The contrast between the 
expressions of good will slipping through his fingers 
and the forsaken looking children troubled him.
Suddenly he had an idea. Perhaps one of the letters 
/ gave it to him. Just suppose that every letter or parcel 
carried an extra stamp, and the money from the tens of 
thousands of such stamps went to help unfortunate 
children. What a blessing it would be!
Being a postman he realized what large sums of 
money could be donated without it costing anyone 
very much.
Many ideas which seem splendid late at night do not 
seem as bright in the morning. However, even in the 
cold light of the next morning the postman thought his
Postmaii
used. Which unfortunate children should be helped? It 
was decided that the children in most distress were the 
hundreds, even perhaps thousands, who were crippled 
by tuberculosis.
With funds from the first two Christmas Seal 
campaigns they started building two hospitals for 
treatment of tuberculous children. This was a turning 
point in the world history of this disease because it was
B They were enthusiastic. At first they wondered if 
S they could try it that year. A little calculation 
S conyiriced them that there was not time to get a design, 
s get seals printed arid, most important of all, get the 
S scheme well explained to the public who would be 
buying the seals. They were determined however that 
they would work out all the details and be ready in 
plentyoftimeinl904. ; J
When the Christmas rush was over the postmen 
started planning in earnest. When they had the details 
worked out they went to the king and outlined their 
scherrie.//
King Christian IX was fired with enthusiasm and 
added a .suggestion of his owm — thatf he first issue of 
seals would have Queen Louise’s picture as a sign that 
he and his wife fully endorsed the idea. As they were 
both very popular with their people this was a great 
i;; help.
to take part in fighting an infectious disease, one 
which at that time was the leading cause of death, 
outstripping even wars and famines.
Denmark’s neighbours, Norway and Sweden were 
the first to see what a great power the people would be 
and next year they offered Christmas Seals to their 
people, pointing out how in this way anyone could 
help, not only doctors and nurses. To their delight they 
foundfhat Norwegians and Swedeswere also ready to
/!/• § campaign was even more successful than the postmen 
^ H had hoped; The Danes bought fourmillion of the 
"vs -stickers: At that time when driyes for furids were 
Mi aliribsf unheard of this was ri triumph.
I The question then arose of how the money should be
Then in 1907 the idea crossed the Atlantic. A little 
sanatorium down on the Brandywine River in 
Delaware was about to close for lack of $300, sending 
the patients, all of whom were infectious, out among 
others where they would spread their disease. The idea 
horrified the doctors and one of them, Jospeh P. 
Wales, appealed to his cousin Emily Bissell to try to 
think of some way to raise $300.
Miss Bissell thought of a magazine article sent her a 
while before by Jacob Riis, a Danish-American, telling 
about how the Danish people had begun to fight 
tuberculosis by buying stickers to decorate their 
Christmas letters and parcels. Miss Bissell decided she 
would see if Americanswould buy Christmas Seals to;
keep the little sanatorium from closing. s
An artist friend helped her design a seal — a simple S 
wreath of holly in the brightest red the printer could = 
find. Two interested women gave her $20 each toward 5 
the cost and a friendly printer, Charles Storey, agreed | 
to go ahead and trust that the rest of the cost would be | 
forthcoming. s
Not everyone was so encouraging. Officials who S 
could have helped said they did not like linking s 
Christmas to a horrible disease. Postal authorities e 
would not let postmen sell seals as they did in the s 
.Scandinavian countries. S
The campaign went so slowly that it was plain the s 
$300 needed was not going to be collected in time to ^ 
keep the hospital from closing. =
Miss Bissell decided to try something else. She went ^ 
to Philadelphia and appealed to the news editor of a = 
large daily newspaper, the North American. The news = 
editor refused to have anything to do with the idea, s 
The crusader was going away completely discouraged e 
but .she stopped to tell a young columnist, Leigh i 
Mitchell Hodges, how much she enjoyed his column, s 
The Optimist. =
Finding that Miss Bi.ssell was from Wilmington, 5 
Hodges asked what had brought her to Philadelphia, e 
Hesitantly, because she had received so many rebuffs, s 
Miss Bissell drew a sheet of seals from her purse and s 
told the story of what she had hoped for the little = 
sanatorium. S
The young columnist studied them for a moment e 
then sprang to his feet. “Wait, I’ll be back,’’ he said, E 
and rushed to the managing editor’s office. e
Tossing the sheet of seals on the editor’s desk he = 
shouted “Here’s a way to wipe out tuberculosis.’’ 2
“What do you mean?’’ his employer, E.A. Van e 
Valkenburg, asked.^ 1
“Just look at them — a penny apiece — within | 
everyone’s reach — think how they’ll carry the news of | 
what people can do for themselves — what a slogan, | 
‘Stamp out tuberculosis!” W |
When the whole story was told Mr. Van Valkenburg 5 
said“Tell Miss Bissell the yVor/ZM wer/ctrA? is hers for | 
the holidays. You drop everything else and put all your s 
time on this. And get 50,000 here. We’ll sell them for | 
her on the street floor.” |
By the next Christmas the news of the Danes’ | 
campaign had reached Canada. Interested people in | 
Toronto and Hamilton embarked on Christmas Seal | 
campaigns for the sake of struggling hospitals being [ 
■ built for TB patients. ■
Last New Year’s ' Day 
Sidney council was mindful 
of restraint and mayor and 
aldermen baked their own 
cakes and cookies and 
brought them to the public 
16vee held 2 - 4 p.m. in 
council chambers Jan. 1. It 
was agreed Monday night 
they’d do the same again 
this year.
In other council news;
"Council will recess from 
Dec. 20 to Jan. 9.
•Mike Stanlake had some 
questions for council during 
question period. He wanted 
to know when the new road 
through to Mills could be 
used and asked council not 
to make people sit all the 
way through a council 
meeting in order to ask a 
question. Question period 
was altered recently and 
placed at the end of the 
agenda.
Town administrator 
Geoff Logan said the 
federal department of 
transport was holding up 
use of the road with the 
hang-up in the land titles 
office, however, council 
was dealing with the 
problem temporarily on a 
lease basis rather than clear 
title to right of way. 
“They’re working on it in
Vancouver,” he said.
Burdon told Stanlake he 
was “totally in sympathy” 
on the position of question 
period on the agenda and it 
was agreed it will go back to 
committee A for discussion.
• Nell Horth wanted to 
know how much the new 
road cost and was told the 
government’s share was 
$212,000, Sidney’s was 
probably between $150,000 
to $175,000.
SIDNEY jmEATMAHICET
9786 - 2nd Street 656-7535
ALL OUR MEAT IS AGED, GRAIN-FED, GUARANTEED CANADA “A"
® Side Bac@n
Ubineiiiacie^iaef;^' lb.
: Saanich mayor Mel
■: Couvelier wants Sidney to 
• ■ : become part of the Greater 
Victor! a Economic 
't Development Commission 
■; and although council has 
,[ been thinking in terms of its 
own economic development 
'".commission it agreed 
^ Monday night there was 
room for discussion, 
h Couvelier made a plea for 
t' support for the ECD’s 
!; “changed procedure and 
new initiatives”. Its budget 
. in 1981 and 1982 was 
; $100,000 but in July the 
provincial government 
abandoned its 50 per cent 
■financial contribution and 
the Saanich mayor 
explained it had been hard
■ :to find extra money for the 
, ECD to continue.
But even with $100,000 
/ ' the EGD could do little less
; * than play /an, inactive role 
fjaitd was unable lb take a 
|;prb-actiye role “because we
■ had no money lodo it.”
the
, ' commission’s confused role
..“plagued” the ECD for 10 
.years but the province’s 
; abandonment of it had 
caused people to rethink.
: Couvelier said the In lure 
in the Greater Victoria area 
lies in tourism and 
teclmology “and wc deserve 
some place in that picture,"
It was decided the ECd and trade publications and significant — the important 
would in future play an become pro-salesmanship . thing was to work together, 
active role and target the and try to attract industry He noted the ‘‘most 
two areas — tourism and here. . exciting initiatives were
hightech. , He said the-'/current., occurring “out here
It needed the support of economic situation Victoria ..mentioning Dynatek, ther 
Victoria chamber of faces is one of restraint, of oceanographic institute and 
corrimerce — and got it. beirig dependent on the the new Victoria
The chamber will now do. public service payroll and Technology Foundation, 
all the little “inactive” any adverse sentiment “I couldn’t be happier 
chores the ECD was which pervades the the point is it's happening.’
formerly choked up with — community infiltrates into John Calder said
answering the phone and the whole structure and council had declined to join 
mail and handling puts people into Ihe EDC in past years but
enquiries. The chamber will“downers”, making them he thought . council
handle those expenses unresponsive. should v be / open for
work, he said.
Couvelier said he was a 
little concerned Sidnev was
®ildiiiema^eyBaigerS':
thinking of its ov/n EDC--------------
lE^gllsIi/Py!®);
and said it was “critical not I 
to break up our voices.” s-™—.................. ' ' ...
/ within its own budget. was/time to stop discussion,
sahs the ECD ^wringirig hands and time toK But that me n ri  
/must assume greater ‘‘help ourselves’’. We can’t council had been thinking
responsibility and it can buy our way out, we must of setting up its pwn EDC 
bnly do that if other do it collectively and not but agreed ideas should be 
municipalities join and help expect government to do it, //l^^^cd around’ at a 
financially, he told council/r^^^^^/h^^ committee of the whole
Contributions are /He said Sidney’s pext Monday.
Ibunded on /assessmerits / contribution ; annually / Aid. Jim Lang said the
and / population and would/ be between $1,500 budget was not a stumbling 
Victoria and Saanich/ and $1,600 but he said the block -- it’s liow \yc can co- 
betwcen tlienri pay 70 per/ dollar figures were not ordinate it and make it 
/ cent//of the total , Each
member has one vote 
there is no weighted vote 
system, Couvelier assured J 
//COUnCi 1 .//:/■/: :////■.•.'/;////■ = '//'//////'■
He urged Sidney's// j 
- support on/ the condition 
ihtit the ECD would be prO'^
/ active anti Itricp to ity targe^
/ He pdintcU /out that with^is 
the support of 
municipalities the ECD 
could advertise in journals
[
f ITHESS €EKt¥1IE
'/A diviiioiT of Boyricla Venture* inc/ '//
]
in IhO LANOWIAIIK BLDG; 
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Drop in and ^
WE HAVE ALL YOUR 
FAVOURITE SPECIALTY
:/ See-our Large: ]
Setectlof? of









BREADS & BUNS 
TOP QUALITY FRUIT CAKES
NO NEED TO BAKE YOUR OWN COOKIES, WE 
HAVE A TEMPTING SELECTION EROM




























und all our FINE STAFFS 





(THE REAL THING 
NOT JUST FRUIT BREAD
^.■’/
■;--;./;;LV»Un!////,/;',/'■■'/:•/;
A-M-l METAI CRAFT INDUSTRIES LTD.
/{{I5PT Bdvan Awi:, Sldnoy, PlionB (tl04) GSfi*5232
1 Uk P(!f50IWll/t!l1 Il.tinilH)L''''■//'"(iro'grafris'lor''ni(:!h''&'/Women''' //;■
'’w Stfairi'riiomB'’'’/ :/■/■''''"/':' '■:-^/'/' - -;'/''■■:■
I * Jiiicn
* tjpOftSVKMI
. ■* Sapplwnontyvii,limns 
, ★ full ft 1.1
(memtutiR - nommomhcrsi ' '
CALL
656-0222
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North Saanich mini boy’s 
stretched their first place 
lead in the Victoria night 
basketball league by 
recording their sixth 
straight victory in a 36-18 
romp over First United 
Sneakers.
The Sidney school has 
entered four teams in the 
Victoria league this year, 
with teams competing in 
Mini (under 12) and 
Bantam (under 14) levels.
The Bantam boys, 
sponsored by Sidney Super 
Foods, downed 42-17 by
Golquitz, while the Bantam minutes 11-8 to First United 
girls, sponsored by Stingers. There was no 
Shoppers Drug Mart, lost a score available for the mini 
close game in the dying girl’s.
--—
Carl Nielson, President of 
Block Bros. Realty Ltd., and 
the Victoria Management take 
pride in congratulating, ANN 
DALGLIESH for her sales 
achievements for the month of 
November.
UNABLE TO MAKE THE INVITATIONAL 
SALE LAST WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 
7th BECAUSE OF THE WEATHER CONDI­
TIONS, WE WILL BE HOLDING THE SALE





Wed. Dec. 14 to 
Sat. Dec. 17, 1983
Home of SUPER savings! 
In Downtown Sidney
Across (lOin Sidney Hotel
STORE HOURS: 
DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS.. FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30



































y d Sidney Movers used scmmble style of hockey do their advantage iti posting 
f 7-2 victory oyer visiting Oak Bay in Bantam exHihition hockey Saturday
'f.dv 'd night at PanortimadAlniosi iciOilical syyedters forced hioyerx to change 
! 77/;j my/// r»Vo ;/«50/r^v
Hill and Louis Costillo with singles got markers
I ^ I'or. \vinners, VIiirniv Shury'iK
HAi
4:54 kg/10 lli. tiii . .
FROZEN FRIED;




SCI of Canadian Dutch Waltz, as well for ilic Dcccmher to March 










ECONO BUY TINY COCKTAIL
SBRIiPr’:;ii3gpy>u;:.:
CLOVERLEAF SOLID WHITE AIBACORE
19.8g..................
STEAK HOUSE 14 oz, CUT
CHRISTMAS
recently saw ITcaeon passeti tests in the 656-7184 for fiiriher
several local skaters pas.s Swingdaiiee. inlormalion.
' 't'i i i.-i.'., :<y, ;,W innlfviii’''.', ’ T :'r>ri''vicsis. Vern Vilko.s was ,^lnatcur eoaelies Lori
Uaehaol Deloeraiaz siieeessful at the Ten box in Birdsall, Laura Hurows,
passed second; fi^tucs and ; jiniioi* ; bronze dance and /Stephanie^^^’;/a 
Barbia Ciddwell her fourth. Loi i
while ' .Iodic Barnett Hitiopeatv Waltz; in Senior W
ol , 1-
F
successfully completed her hrori/c. Birdsall and McKay, Darlene Watson
prcTiinintiry freesknic and Darlene Vv'aison also passed ami Cracolyii Unsscll





io3’s'OMze. while Wendy Hacker 7 clhtic 'ccimIn pieliminajy dance/ ' perfected the,FoxtrotL 
I Jennifer .lolinson and Flcanor Hacker, and lectures, All girls were
;'T,,.;::;;:C04TTnc L';:\Db':na'Ui;'So;n:;'7;Can'M>Jttc;.::::regj:sira is;;v. sueccssfuLin; recc|ving;ihcir;:y'i:..^/.:Vv!:;';'
' achieved passing wratjcs iiv accepting new registrations ceiTification papers, i lljlllJlIlJIC
■ ■ . / . Hi : W tll."B’WBIW V ,, , t I
250g .....................
TUFFY
Nuts & Bolts bb.
PLAIN RiTZ
Crackers 4b0b


















McLaren KENT JAR 375g
4yOh«ri(in8,Onioni.;




;MA*;NTikes;:stcak?dinncr,'Jby ; 849;.;Ti34),; Ci,;' Parker.; 829_^ 
:'Glcir/an,(iVJklTy;'wnspn)"';;;b4>wljiig^'-;202v,^P^^^ ;7(3j4),';Joy_Scott 691 '(267).'
y,, :Jly;,;i:.yalilti(Ulen:
propTietorsTsf' Miracle ‘while Barb Woodward won YBG (Saturday) .lunior/ 
Lancs, atid itiyselTwdsh all i tfkPizm
B.C. NO. I TURNIP 08
Carrots
SOOg;;;
■; ■'J 1 't' * / ''r'k / 'i ..VI, '»„l • ff ®
19L
, i,.urtes«^  «M ; inu i i^i:«;Peddlef pizzci wiih^ Y (21L);
'..;|/7...vTK)wjers:i;;ttL';Ae]:y^i;'dkrr^ I LP(')A^single,^:;.;,L-..':;r.,,'j;.-:;;'..TTaidatiiL:7r./Plcasancc;^
^■..■,,;,Qii4sMnas jnld,■^^Tml;^p>^;alld,:,BMvvJer’*:.:.;.lhiv.',4Wf't ;.,.;n,5§);_t,Pee«vvceL, K.^Lusluiw. 






l.anc', will he elo^-cd Horn Monday ITin League: YIK'(Sunday) .lunioi: T.
Dec,; J?!).' until hm 2, MiMM-n,, xi.bh.n-7t/^IYmu og (to-i); prmiam-n *
howevei, if a group wanted Ladies Mermaids: Bath Turnbull 459 (l84)5 Pec* 




plcasetjis;/o,:y:'aceoiiunpdaic',-;,\yoqiJward.6()9 (2K6).DtHiB,;' ; forget!,.VllC'./ 
riJ N4uni andl posMble, Lcgi4m, D.-t loilvi VOS I a an I y twvi-suiuc
SJI Bath Stack <0 ilu; (241). tournament is Dec. 17 aud
■'"'' C(uiiiue'fcii:iT,'"'Lcagiie;"'"^'0'n'; rOniniefcinl;;''';’'TL .'Sceau'' '18',';''^'";''''" ■”■"
4litr«pjil
BECEl
WIN A SUNRISE HOLIDAY FOR TWO TO RENli M 









i7v;:'BLUEB0NNET ^lEROSES SCHNEIDER SLICED CHALLENGER PINK MERMAID BUTFER I
1 Margarine Flour Dog Chow Cheese Salmon Cookies j
1 3lb./1.36l<gpk. 10 kg bag 8 kg SOOg pk. 220g tin IMLPORTEO 1
I $198 $^88 $244 99' Sfl 99 FROM IJ, DENMARK |
PEPPER 4,. «« I
Howto« Oetilli At Sldfiey Super FodliiOrtW
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Parkland didn’t place among the top 10 in the fourth 
annual City Police high school boys’ basketball 
tournament held over the weekend, but they did play 
respectable ball against some of the top double A teams in 
the province.
The Panthers opened the tournament at home with a 73- 
66 victory over the Vernon Panthers, then lost 64-'49 to the 
eventual winners of the 16-team tourney. Mount Douglas 
Rams. \
Mount Douglas defeated Caledonia Kermodes of 
Terrace 81-75 in the final at Central junior high school in 
Victoria.
Against the Rams, Parkland led 9-8 after a tight first 
quarter and trailed by only three at the half. Guard Steve 
Hodge led the Pantherswith 15 points while Andrew 
McKay contributed nine points and seven steals.
59-52. Tom Johnson was leading scorer with 16 points. 
Mike McCulloch had astrong game with 12 points and 10 
rebounds.
South Delta placed seventh in tournament standings.
Against Vernon on Thursday, Kevin Ottewell sparked 
the Panthers with 21 points while Tom Johnson and Steve 
Hodge added 15 points each. Mike McCulloch pulled 
down 11 rebounds for the winners.
Julian Ridgeway fired 
four goals— three of those 
in the third period capping 
a five-goal rallie — to spark 
Radio Shack to an 8-5 come 
from behind victory over 
Sidney Movers in Bantam 
house hockey league hockey 
action Dec. 3.
Ridgeway exploded for 
three goals during a three- 
minute and 18-second span 
to erase a two-goal deficit .
Ken Hill, who scored 
three times in a losing 
cause, had scored the first 
two goals of the final period 
giving the Movers a 
comfortable two-goal lead. 
Hill snapped a 3-3 tie with a 
goal just nine seconds into 
the period and then 
completed the hat trick less 
than eight minutes later.
That lead, however, 
didn’t last long as Radio 
Shack struck for five 
unanswered goals thanks to 
Ridgeway’s flurry and goals 
by Gar Purdy and Chris 
Sundhar.
Tony Sonosky and Vern 
Burden added other goals 
for the winners while Ron 
Kipot and Jason Bedford 
replied for the Movers.
In the other Bantam 
match up. Harbour Texaco 
doubled Cornish’s 4-2.
Colin Peters, Todd 
Sanderson, Paul McIntyre 
and Darren Paquette tallied 
for the winners while 
Andrew McKinnon and 
Gordon Hatch scored in a 
losing cause.
In other games. Island 
Furniture Mart edged Oak 
Bay 4-3 in Juvenile play.
In Midget inter-city, 
Sidney Tire won their fifth 
straight game by defeating 
Sooke 6-3 and Saanich 
downed North Saanich 
Volunteer Fire Dept, by a 
score of 4-2.
ELlehammer out scored 
Allbay 10-7 and Sidney 
Bakery blasted Harvey’s 7-2 
in Pee-wee action, while 
Legion Branch 37 doubled 
Sidney Pharmacy 4-2 and
Sidney Lions got by Central 
Saanich Volunteer Fire 
Dept 5-3 in Pup A.
The Peninsula Minor 
Hockey Association has 
announced a Midget inter­
city Christmas tournament, 
sponsored by Island 
Furniture Mart, for Dec. 
19, 21 and 22 at Panorama 
Arena. The Peninsula 
representives will host 
Saanich, Sooke, Racquet 
Cjub and Oak Bay.
Also a Bantam house 
allstar Christmas 
tournament sponsored by
Block Bros. Realty, Sidney, 
will be held Dec. 20 and 21 
with Racquet Club, 
Saanich, Oak Bay and a 
pe ninsu la squ ad
participating.
SIDNEY 1AQI9 SNACK siraiY electronics ltd.
SIDNEY (across from Safeway)
Sidney’s Lisa Robertson; this past summer Tnj ; 
has been narned to the:l984 Duisberg,AVekGermanyf^^^^^^ ; 
.Canadian Olympic Rowing Robertson is currently 
• Team by the Clahadian taking the year off^fr 
Amateur^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^ Rowing studies in order to 
Association.
The 22 year-old Parkland preparation for the 1984 
secondary school graduate Los Angeles Olympic 
the University of Games.
Victoria where she began The Canadian team will 
her rowing career in 1980. conduct training camps in I 
She was first selected to Victoria and St. Catharines, I
, Canada’s national team in Ont. to prepare for the I 2 week/1 program JViulti-function |
. the summer.of 1983 aKd h*:-. Lucerne Regatta in X 4 remote centtol. W,aRemote Cootol .... ._.S7S9,95, |
-
competed in ' , suefr. Switzerland June 16-17,.' i' 
prestigious regattas as the 1984, against the worlds- I
A ~ " A , . >:vt
Canadian Henley since best rowers.
1981, San Diego Crew The rowing events at the | 
Classic (1982), Boston’s Olympics will be held July ' 
Head of the Charles 29 through Aug. 5 on Lake 
Regatta (1981) and the 1983 Casitas north of Los 
world championships held Angeles.
’ ’ , Evans
a Bag of Oracories Worth $S0 or $ib0
Victoria
City Poiice tournament with 73-66 win at home 
; against Vernon, but that was as far as they got.
Top, 6W' Kevin Otteweil leaps above defenders 
\ for s/wi. BottohiEMikc M 
f Vernon Panther player with 'quick Rhys Evans, Paul
V:;.;;v.;::;T^,;;;Miirray'ShinrattPho(6s'.^';'l^hys'^^vahs'"banged;jn\two ":'Sundher::.;''.:;-.and'':;;''' Peter: '':
goals : each to : spark Reedecker with singles 
y f ErSeaboard Properties to a 5- scored goals in a losingIMew woriu record
' :/ v::;.:'....Esquimialt.'in:^;MidgetvRep
; : Kanchan Stott, Canadian by a women; surpassing hockey action Sunday at Back on Dec. 3, 
i ultra-distance champion, South African: Ma’V'is MemorialXrcna. i^: i Seaboard Properties came 
became the first women to Hutchison’s record run Marc MacDortald tallied up short against visiting
‘ run across Canada when s across the U.S. by more the other goal for Seaboard Juan dc puca, losing 6-5.
; she broke the tape at Black than 1,000 miles. who held period leads of 2-0 Todd Scabber had two
Rock Beach itf Halifax 37-ycar-old music and 4-1. ^ Wright,
Nov. 29, marking the end teacher with the Ottawa In exhibition play Peter Reedecker and Keith
of 6,688 Kilometre (4,184 hoard of education already Saturday, Seaboard lost 8-5 Mollct chipped in with 
f miles) rtitt which began six holds the Canadian record to Saanich. Todd Scaber single tallies.
Mid Size Variable Power MiCROWAVE 
OVEN and TURNTABLE
TOUCH CONTROL MICROWAVE with 
Auro Weight-Cook/Defrbst :; ^
MICROWAVE OVEN with automatic 
Sensor and Turntable
months ago in Victoria. for the 24-hour^^^m^^^^^^^^
r\t f dm ! '1 n/tilt vun fill ft ht'T* rnpit'lStott; set : a ew :w
record for the longest run yards) set in October, 1982.
:;i|
RM/FM? STERLOIRECEIVER »>Ht muiti w
mtti(mM«otii;iii'Murii)in iwNMit aibf^y: _ . ^
(across Ironi SAN DOWN : RAGET RA^K )'?}:
We carry ,,.





■: iMountain : '
' :Caraation?Jamsi‘:Buck(!rlloid’5,d(al Kani.:
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656-9444
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OPEN 9:00 AM> Si30 f*M 
FRIDAY^ DEC. 16(tt 9:00 • 9:00 
^(#4kW0W**PRl;TOEG'.>19*23;9;00‘i;9:00;:
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MOIRS POT OF GOLD CO-OP
iSILK CHOCOLATES../




OCEAH SPRAY JELLiEO OR WHOLE
398 iiiL...
■% m V.." ™ ■■Aa
, ■ Hsi -^ My
14 to DEC. 17,1983
<|: &% E/d BOUNCE
MINCEll!!EAT..™t.:..„ FABRIC SOFTEN EH..
CO-OP FANCY DAD’S ALL BUnER
SHORTBREAD 3». A.









SOOmL ............ . ........... ... . . . . . . . .
yy. 'A ■ 
yjv kk 







Sill’ll 341 mU398 mL . . . 
CO-OP
KRAFT WHITE OR FRUIT
iiliilLLSlS
CO-OP CRUSHED, SLICED, CHINK
filEiPPLE 398.L..:.......:..^
CO-OP UNSWEETENED WHITE OR PINK
eiiPEFiyiiii!eEi,.e




NABOB DECAFFEINATED FREEZE DRIED
teilSTSNTeopEid
RED ROSE ORANGE PEKOE
'mf■ 49g'.. te ..'... fe ■ I '‘''’te









200’s....... ■ %!if %






6 litre ......... ...................
PLANTER’S BLANCHED
PEANUTS
TAMENORMAl. ., . ■ e^'#S-7£|
CREiERINSE«........:.::..../’i‘'^




POLAROID SX-70 TIME ZERO € ‘i 7I|
flLM.:....:.:.......:..:...:.:.......r'®"
ISLAND BAKERY 100% WHOLE ^ ^
BREAD 24.Z......
111 : p V-l 'iUS■' jy yp
Vm ■ : ii A a-tj .
S^’'* .A-^? St^'r'k ’.r‘'!v, ■
fl ‘n
1.36 litre . : . .̂ toSiteTIAiACS
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'(ter
Carl Buddig^ 7i gram..;.
'■ C/W1,:teSalami, (Pepperpiii,' Beer,; 
Ukrainian/Surnirier; 500 gransv
'.■l .r.:.'.'Jb.V
■ :;■. '.ii:,;7':,te’.'i7.'(;;" ...Jf /
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All Armstrong Cheddar 
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i Items: ranging':'from':' 
sugar to spice, candies to 
cookies, pasta to I pie filling^ 
peanuts tp^^^ p^^ , dried
friiit, ;ricD and eyen^ y
(W*S!
,yp|! ft i,'.' f ;■,: y;■ y. .., .'■:■■ -. v. V
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Save an Additiorial 10% from 
Pecte24tli on all bulk foods products,
LLOYDS STEREO SYSTEM
i00% solid stalOiCbncte 
button colour!' & walnut 
cwoodgraln cablnol.
f ,1 j> ( te i
‘ ,te 1 K 3'^ .. 1 ' I" , I 1
■y.te'vtA":'
' ^^*50 savings
AM/FM-FM stGroo rocoIvcr, front loading cassbtt^^^ 





We rosorvo tho rlghtto limit quantitios;
Phone 6S2-U88
100% CantdiAH Owned
----------------------ML*—!."' 2132 KEATING X ROAD.
CENTRAL SAANICH
'T . iff.'Tho Senboard R»ii:'vi:te..'''tev''.V.’iVVl m 'U'-'V'te"'
Review
Wednesday, December 14, 1983 Page Bl
Forest ranger Olive Clark 
burned to death in a forest fire in 
the 1920s — when they found his 
body on the beach his forest 
service badge was clasped in his 
hand.
These were lyrical or romantic 
days in the service, an oldtimer 
told writer Michael Coney one 
evening back in 1977.
The story of Clark and many 
others in the forest service — in 
the times when “men walked 
alone between tall trees and 
mountains” and rangers rode 
horses and wrote poetry — 
captured Coney’s imagination.
He reflected that someday, 
before it was too late, someone 
should write a book about the 
men and the more than 300 boats 
which ply British Columbia 
waters.
And that’s just what he did.
Forest Ranger, The Men-The 
Ships-The Job has just been 
published by Porthole Press, a 
new publishing company on the 
Saanich Peninsula owned by 
Coney. 1
Gray Campbell — formerly of 
Gray’s Publishing — is president 
of the company, his wife,
Eleanor, a director. Campbell 
^ says he was “dragged out of 
retirement” by Coney but he’s 
happy to be back among books
and excited' to be working with writes fast: He once ; :
Coney, author of 14 novels three weeks, ;
countless short stories — mostly finishing a chapter a day. And he
fiction — and whose says he concentrates best when
Michael Coney
when he has a single idea which is think his books “too believable”
not enough to sustain a novel, : but Coney admired him 
but the idea is often used 
when he will write it into a novel;
as a subplot. “My first book — Syzygy ■
because he’s still very critical. His 
favorite autliors are thriller 
writers Ken Folleit and Dick 
Francis.
His book on the forest service 
is a departure from his usual 
work, replacing fantasy and 
imagination with well-re.searched 
historical facts. He says there’s 
no reason for a history book to 
be dull — wiih colorful 
characters, dialogue and 
incidents, history can be as 
exciting as a novel.
He writes lovingly of boats, 
excitingly of the dangers and 
experiences men went through, 
and tenderly of the heroes — and 
there were many in the service.
Men who drowned or died 
fighting fires.
Like Oliver Clark.
Coney leafs through a dusty 
photograph album. There’s a 
picture of a man resting on a log. 
“He looks terribly tired and he ' 
wears no clothes. The log lies on ' 
a beach and the waters beyond 
are quiet and a distant hillside is ; 
hazy with smoke. The log 
obscures the lower half of the :
man. His shoulders are siumped.^^^^^^ ^
His neck, thin and vulnerable, 
droops and his face rests on the 
rough bark, his hands crossed in 
front so that bis foreh is ::
pillowed on his wrists. His rights
imitated Wyndham,” he says. hand is clearly empty but his left
But then he developed his own might have something in it. . .”
style and“I’m much happier “The caption reads: “Body of
with my writing now. iOliyer Clark who lost his lilbTn:
bh: June 25,C
taken at 8:10
- >V;iCilCC ' Alk,LlUU “ aiiU vv uyow OWJO . «*» J
writing has won awards and he’s writing. “I’ve a short Brontomek — one of Coney’s the Port Neville fire
whose books have been attention span, otherwise.” books in his sci fi series — 1925, photograph U
translated into seven different If he has a problem getting represents his last attempt to p.rn. on that date,
languages. started he has a technique which copy Wyndham. “The photograph is so simple
For Coney — a chartered works well. He first writes a Coney has spent years and tragic, that it forbids
accountant who works as. a synopsis immediately before he indulging in flights of fantasy speculation. There is nothing in it
financial analyst in provincial C starts a chapter. Then he doesn t with his tales of alien beings m that was not wrought by.nature,
fnrestrv — nublishiiifi is simolv have to worry about constructing stranee land.s but he backs avvav There is a log, a beach, waters, awaters, a 
human :
is elemental
going to write a book on forestry Coney enjoys writing science coincidence if there was no other
firefighters. “That covers my fiction because it gives him plenty life in the universe.” hand or not.'It simply doesn’t
plans for the next two years,” he of opportunities to invent — and comes to earthly matter. He died.
says. mvemion is fine providing the visitations Coney says he’s
Coney has enjoyed a ‘ ^ b.. :.vu -
career which includes rurining a 
pub in England to managing a 
night club in the Caribbean 
before coming to Canada in
The 51-year-oId author didn’t 
begin writing until 196tS.^ W 
science
grounding in science, he says. ; 
f like to invent and then make 
it all harig together,” he confides, 
British; sci;:: fi ^ writer J^o 
Wyndham “probably started me 
Gone reveals:
‘pretty damned sceptical but it while doing his job, wlule
can’t be ruled out.” earning his pay. Not duty, No
He sums,j^p hey have to be symbols invented by Man for his ■ 
out there bnt 1 don I thrak sophisticated purposes,
they VC been hcic. ^ What matters is the deal a man
He says maybe Eistein was makes; for this amount of pay he 
right about long distance trayef^^^^^ s will do this work and take theseriti a til 66. hy ill ao inis worx anu iaKe tnese v
fiction? Coney used to Vler&xd ihc Day of the Triffids being impossible because of our jq Qn the
fi magazines and was ■: and ‘‘never credit side we must add the1, magazines anu ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ reads other enjoyment he gets out of the job.
On the debt, we must enter the
read sci fi magazines—^ 
unhappy about the quality of the is looked
material. A chance to express his people’s science fiction work
possibility of dying, 
made this simple deal with the
. Porthole Press Ltd, in the forest service over the ycar.s.
publishing firm, has
interesting books coming off were suggested that there is a
nresses soon — three with a Also in tlie works, a practical certain amount ol heroismBBBBBHHnSHn------ ; ;; SSi™ — S—yZun^ ;:: BiddHo^uL# hvi,,rby:frcc^;: every time rhey poim
, iId, Fric Sherwood and Sanscha Hall manager C buck flat vcy began writing — in all some 20 to Former Timcs-Colonist writer lance writer Ted Laturnus and in their bows into an incoming
entertained seniors Dee. S at Silver Threads with their own special mix 30 short stories, he says--selling Peter Murray is putting together the fall, a biography of Victoria storm. , 
of song and music,Chuck has fine voice and sings all the old favorites, other magazines before a book on .lack Scott’s columns. boat builder Frank Frcdettc by Coney says they would point
Cflc tinkles the ivories and plavs the aecordian. The poptilar duo will embarking on his fir.st novel. Coney says when he came to . Loui.se Cole, Others are lined up out “it’s a part of the job and we
he dolne it all over again Thursday at Silver Threads. Coney only writes short stories Canada in 1972 he enjoyed for the future, Coney says. accept it.”
opinion came when the magazine 
ran a questionnaire and Coney 
wrote, criticizing stories: and 
suggesting he could do better:
He was surprised io receive a 
reply arid was invited to submit 
material; He neycr did sell to that'
All of the publications arc available in paperback in disciplined in the interpretations they draw Irom the human being .
! Grwiler Victdriatireabookstoresahd/orhbraricsr^^::;' their mtoni to “ . . . In a world; where.
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SO much of our experience is in tin
........... . ...... ... taking in, the possibility ibal wrilint
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Tarchetjne.dist. by Houghton mflin Co. 1983) Jhv Aquarian Pcisonal and Social vis on 0 out own lives is indeed a pi cctous gift wort 1
:: y ,, „ C''“'T.,.tZZZnZkX7r ^
leurninn that flrai/pWtot^fln/fcrm, traces in tins book “
••1 h.vnvin lirflin historical growllv of the new consciousness and weaves ati experienced by a protesMonai mtdicni journaim. nr
: 'Wy* ; ' ™;:S;cs arc praeiicnl,eonrprchcnsively lnfornr«.lvc these trotlons :to8sih<M' , In ; eornemporary political and^ s^^
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I wonder how things are at your house? Here everything 
is getting progressively hairier and busier, and everything 
takes until midnight to get finished or may even have to be 
left until morning. 1 dearly love Christmas and everything 
that goes along with it, but its no fun wakening at 2:30 
a.m. with the horrible thought that you have forgotten to 
send a card to someone in Australia, and even if it goes off 
in the morning mail (which it won’t) it won’t get there 
much ahead of Easter !
Things to do today. I write lists every morning at 
breakfast of such “things” and dutifully cross them off as 
they are completed, but by about 3 p.m. I find I’ve lost the 
list, and have to spend half an hour trying to find it under 
the white flour, the rye flour, the corn meal, the raisins, the 
cherries, the chocolate chips or the mixed nuts . . . all of 
which are being assembled into something delectable (and 
fattening) for Christmas entertaining.^ ^
\Vhat I a^^ that I have lost the list of
things that I was all set to tell you this week . . .so please 
be patient and we will take the whole thing slowly, starting 
with it now being the time to bring out your poor long- 
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Had a: look at ours 
could hardiy call it ‘Tiying”) for the p^ast month, in a very 
cbol guest room on the north side of the house. Actually it 
didphave a reprieve last weekeiid when vve had house 
'guests, andturned the heat on for a couple of days. Today 
I noticed with delight that it has a lot of buds on the tips of 
; its branches, so if it comes out now it should be flowering 
for Christmas. Very satisfactory.
This week, as a result of a worried telephone call, made a
Mia
mr
house call on a begonia that seemed to be in difficulty. The It's Ho Ho Hooray for Tanners Books on Beacon Avenue who are raffling
telephone diagnosis wasn’t that easy”. toy-stuffed stocking with all proceeds going to The Review-Sidney Lions
Question: What seeins to be the
There are itt e w ite t mgs on t e p ant w ic ^ bursting with tantalyzing toys for tots and teens, and everything in between.
dandruff’ Question:; “Are these thmgsimovmg?” Long f- / a' : a C; *
■ pause; . . “No. .Idon’tthinkso.butthcyaresosmalll Tickets are il and total value oj stocking ,s SIOO. ,
can’t be sure.”
Questibh: answer
i Long pause on my part for deep thought, then . . .
: ‘‘Uuuuummm, do youb any chance smoke?” These small
; things'could be,bits .of ash,....” Quickly reply: “NO, 1 
'don’t smoke!’.’ , .
“O.K.” sez I, “Give your plant a little shake and see if 
' ' these tiny white things fly off” (Maybe they could be white 
’ flies). Nothing moved.
; I’ll call you back,” said 1, more than a little baffled.
I Mealy bugs would be too big, and if it wasn’t white flies, 
what on earth could it be? Falling plaster? Snow? Volcanic 
ash? NO, it had to be some sort of bug, for sure.
The eariest thing would be to go over and have a look, 
which I did, armed with my trusty magnifying glass, 
several books, and a spray bottle filled with a solution of 
Safer’s Soap. Amazingly enough this beautiful strong 
Reiger begonia was just loaded with aphids in what is 
called the “nymph” stage . . . they don’t look like aphids, 
nor act like aphids, but are in a sort of dormant stage 
where they are growing wings, getting ready to invade 




Hair Stylists for imn/womeii




9807 - 5th ST., SIDNEY
Nurseries do their utmost not to sell you plants that are 
carrying along a host of bugs, but sometimes in tlie best of 
garden centres 
along ioyoiL
for about a month, but that doesn’t make ihuch sense at 
this time of year when you are being given plants to be 
enjoyed for the holiday season. Just keep a watchful eye on 
any new plants, and keep a spray bottle with Safer’s soap 
solution in it within easy reach and at the first sign of 
trouble give the offending plant a good “.ssszzz” and relax!
J;',?'Cbristmas'issupposed''to/fun!';"\'.;\’^ i'
. . 39.95 SPECIAL 
,. ,49.95 special 
;all 27.95 special 
,., . .8.95special 
,. . . . 2,79 sppeiai 
; * ; . 69.95 special
Daily - cards, billiards, Wednesday of each montli; 
j library, morning coffee, 7 p.m. duplicate bridge.^^.^ 
lunch, afternoon tea. Thursday - 9:30 a.m.
[ Monday <• 9 a.m. lapidary, weaving, 10 a.m, |
ceramic.s; 9:30 a.m, carpet bowling; 11:45 a.m. 
beginner'sttFrench; ilO avpi^ ’ U
quilting; 11:45 a.m, lunch; chi, 1:30 p.m. dresitmaking; 
12:30 p.m. ceramics; 1:30 7*9p.m.crlb. 
p.m. swim club, 7 p.m, g |,|
Ptaht/mri dupllrate .
g (tr^^ jQ ceramics: 11:45
Tuesday • 9 a.m. a.m. lunch; 1:30p.m. bells,
*1 Spaulslu point UK^IO p.m, 6:05 pirn.
ISS-T'’ ti m ' «omractbridBC ond whist. S
PtihVi io 4 p,ni.: opett for
b'lh 'll m ■ ^
tenlthd W^hllS nnvhliy ;
' advanced French, novelties;
11:45 a.m, hot lunch; I Dec. 14 - Christma.s 
p.nt. discussion group. Dinner at noon,
silversmilhing; 2 p.m. Dec. 31 - New Ycar’sEvc 
concert. Film 1 p.m. Iasi dance8;3()p.m.
Winem ..... t......
Beermakers Equipment Kit ..... ...............
4>WDok AWine Kits ; p . . .. v
Beer Kits -- John Bull, lyiuntona ................
Noiret Liqueur Extracts.......... t v
Rolokegs''V/
Plus cappers, corkers, books and many bthdr wine; ; ; ,
& beer-making accessories.
Cosmetics
Rachel Perry Skin Care Kits...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.59 to 13.79
Natures, Aloegen, Heliotrop & Jason's Skin Caro Linos
Visconti IVlassago Oil... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.95
Noobio & Kappus and other fragrant bath soaps.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99" to 3.89
■ 'T.igOTi,BdlmV*■ *'"i ^■,*• ■■ **'-'.p»■ »»;•;.l.19,
Herbal Toa Gilt Packs.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.19
Carob Santas.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.99
Real Beoswax Candlos..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ca, 69":
Relax-a-Rollors ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11.95
Berron Dehydrators ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :------ 229.00
J,Comb ,Honby. ... 4̂.39,',
,':.CIiampion,;;'.;,.'b^ .''.'.I,':. 289.00
' Baby Food Nlills ....... .......... t >..»»> .9.29
Sprouiersf^fi\osiii ,.15.95'^'Parcb:;:.'.;10.95.^
Air lonixers ^
BlonalrolOOO.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ............. .259,00 (^poclal);^
Bionairo 500 .............. >>i . 179,00
Rising Slar Sugar Froo Xmas Cakos.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4.49
‘'''''''''











SUNFLOWER^ ^health foods ltd.
’■"’'i.li.:
with “Free’’i storage ’til spring!
70<>0^^w. SAANICH ROAD
%RENtVVOOD BAY, B.C.
M9n. Ml H ''£'^ I ’''J ^ SifSlI ■# E
1 It I > 4 I ^ ^ ^ 1
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Meet Dan Woods, a transmission 
mechanic and owner of Dan Woods 
Automotive, in beautiful Brent­
wood Bay. Dan is married, and has 
three sons; Darryl, Joel, and 
Christopher. Woodsey or Dano, as 
he is known, has often been heard 
to say: 'T4o, that's not right. I'll 
show you how to do it!" Dan has 
lived on the peninsula for 25 years 
and is still thrilled by its great peo­
ple and scenery. If Dan couldn 7 
own his automotive business he 
would like to teach mechatiics at a 
vocational school. Dan's idea of a 
great vacation is being able to go 
anywhere with no time limit, spen­
ding limit, and unreserved tennis- 
courts. Why unreserved tennis 







' Cfunillg as surpme gift
, , ' , ^ , J The Victoria branch of make animals sick and anti-
the SPCA warns pet owners freeze is poisonous.
i Local holly is available in half-pound bags at the Candy ’ of its concerns for animals And please don’t give a 
Man in Sidney from Dec. 1 and at the annual holly sale, over the Christmas pet as a surprise gilt, says | 
Beacon Plaza, Dec? 17. All proceeds to the Canadian holidays. Turkey bones the SPCA s Joseph Heald, ! j
r : * * * and misletoe berries are in the SPCA by January. ?
' ^ , ,,. , D- poisonous, tree ornaments Want to give a pet aS CentralSaamchSen.orGmzensareholdingcashBing<» gifj,
■ CTcry Wednesday m lheir cemre next to the Brentwood,
j . Mlttary. Doors open at 1 p.m., bmgoaL2 p.m, Bonanza.ensure | 
:' r PN rock salt and ice chcniicals ypii r pet wi ll li ve longer: ; :* ♦ ♦
The Saanich Peninsula Arts and Crafts Society has
i recently? changed ;its art exhibition and sale at the
?; Vancouver Island Regional Librafy, Sidney branch, on
( Resthaven Dr. A member of SPACS will be on h^^^^
; Wednesdays and Fridays from 10 a.m. till 2
I ? p.m^ to handle enquiries and sales. ?
* ; Ik :
Branch 37
? Xmas dance Dec. J7 at the Branch 1660 Mills Rd., Sidney, 
between 9-12:30 a.m,, admission free. Door prize, music 
by “Blackbird”. Branch members and guests vdclcomc. I -
Brentwood Community Club will be holding a 
Christmas turkey and Ixmanza bihgo Dcc,:19, at 7:30|np^
? "(Across from Brentwood school) I -50 ;
Dr, Peter Olson will address Central Saanich 
Photographic Society 7:.K) p.m. Dec. 15 in Central Saanich 
nnmicipal hall. Olson will pfcscrilr a: prograhi entitled 
"Ireland”, a slide show with aceonipunyjng cominontary^ ? 
and music. In addition to it’s merits as a photographic 
essay on Ireland, Dr, Olson’s program will be appreciated 
1 ? by anyone who has c;Ver tried iq assehible iraycl pictures?; 
j into a fotm cntcriaing to friends and rclatiycs. Guests are i 
; always welcomed at socicty meetings. ? i
i Sidney (ind Saanich Peninsula garden club will hold their 
,? monthly meeting DecL19, at 7:30 p.m. in the Margaret
„ controh Speaker: pdn Elliott. 1-50
# t- ..■A-
? T ?
; ' Central Saanich Boys’ and Girls’ Club, 7856 East«
community Christrnas party for 
t ? children 7 -12 years oldVThcre will be a small Admission 
fee. Dancing, games, and a visit from Snnta. WouUL; 
? everypite please bring a gift upder $2 for exchanging? The 
,'.'?;:;..,pariy;,willJakc'ptacc,fXc,,.,16,fi:30^-Bp.nv?;?,
All cundng c\un., ilent:; mtiM be submitted bcfni-f' p m 
? ‘ v Friday to bb published in thp next issue of Tltc Review. All 
?? itepts mtty ruit fbr a maxitvtum of tvyd Inscrtionsv Noil' ,




items on Sale 
until Dec. 14/83 
or while quantities last
STORE HOURS 
9 AM - 9 PM MONDAY TO FRIDAY 
9 AM - 6 PM SATURDAY 









With the purchase of ANY Heaven 
Scent Fragrance you will receive a 7 
ml cologne concentrate ?^^^
★ INpOdRHM A LIGHT SET isughts:
if SILVER ICICLES lOOOStrandPhg..................
★ ANGELHAIR...........  ........................
★ CHRISII^I AS WRAPIg” oteh«.... 
^ CHRiSTilS AS CRACRERS Boxofs..




7^ JINKERBELL TRIO bSbb^
Wb »“V W rrBY COTY REG. $15.50 STETSON GIFT SET AITERSHAVE AND SOAP . :?^^?
HOUGiMnt"'""
t<^:MUSKvSPRAY?CQLOGN
ir Y ARDLEY ENGLISH LAVENDERoTsSsr..., 
'A'KODAK DISC CAMERA WODEL3000..........................
WTOXED STATIONERY BY CARLTON
^KODAKFILMci^kaMd t , • n * f »■■*.' ■*. t'■
★ FLIPFLASH 8FLASMF.S
?:i. .ji'i','• '"'V'.',I.,.:.^ r
1
In Beautiful Brentwood Bay 7|S1 West SaanicK Rd
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Start New Year 
with fitness program
Want to kick off the New 
Year with some fitness? The 
Victoria “Y” is opening its 
doors Jan. 1, 1984, to 
families who’d like to walk 
or jog to Clover Point. 
There’ll be a relay with a
swim, sauna and steam, 
door prizes and 
refreshments. Time is T :30 - 
3:30 p.m. and there’s no 
charge for this traditional 










The trouble with writing a story about something 
which has not yet been announced is that those sitting 
on it can deny the whole thing.
And if there’s enough' political fallout, the power 
brokers may even decide to back away from their plan 
all together.
Since the story came to the reporter’s attention via a 
source that can’t be revealed, the poor scribe can be 
left out in the cold, never able to substantiate the yarn.
It is such stories, however, which make this whole 
business worthwhile, denials from politicians 
notwithstanding.
Information 1 got recently on a plan by the 
government to hike university fees to a point where 
universities become self-supporting fell into the 
category of stories I’m talking about. According to my 
sources -- and they are reliable — cabinet has been 
comtemplating a five-fold increase in university fees,
I really don’t expect the premier and cabinet 
ministers to readily admit that my information is 
correct .The important thing is that I know it’s correct.
And I must say that I’m not even surprised by the 
plan. The collective academic standing of cabinet is 
woefully low and I have heard cabinet minsters express 
a deep mistrust of things academic on more than one 
^■occasion.,'^^■■ W':,
Many of our cabinetministers seriously believe that 
universities are a breeding ground of social unrest. 
They believe that the school of hard knocks beats 
academic training every time.
the user-pay principle. It doesn’t believe in subsidies. 
An attempt to make universities self-supporting does 
not come as a surprise to me.
The proposal to raise university fees from about 
$1,000 a year now to roughly $5,000 was discussed in 
cabinet. It received wide support. According to my 
information, only two ministers were seriously 
opposed to sharp increase — Attorney General Brian 
Smith and Universities, Science and Communications 
Minister Pat McGeer.
The government now has several options. It can 
assess initial reaction to the proposal, a proposal it has 
not confirmed and back away from it if there’s too 
much flak.
If, on the other hand, the increase turns out to be 
politically saleable, the government can go through 
.with it. ■■
The third possibility is that everybody gets so 
uptight about a proposed five-fold increase that there 
will be a sigh of relief if fees are only doubled or 
tripled.
The .scheme is reminiscent of the B.C. Ferry rate 
increase after the Socreds wrested power from the 
NDP in 1975. The tripling of ferry rates was at the 
time widely interpreted as punishment for Vancouver 
Islanders who had bucked the election trend and 
elected mostly NDP candidates.
There was an outcry at the time, not just from 
ordinary folks but from a lot of supporters of the 
government. Businessmen on Vancouver Island 
screamed blue murder because the sharp ferry rate 
increase was cutting into their profits. Tourists were
staying away from the island in droves.
Eventually, the government listened and reduced 
ferry rates to roughly double of what they had been 
when the Socreds came to power. Tourism began to 
pick up again.
Whether the government will actually jack up 
university fees to $5,000 is anybody’s guess now. 
Unfortunately, even doubling the fees will make it 
difficult, if not impossible, for many young people to 
go to university.
There aren’t enough summer jobs to enable students 
to earn their tuition fee now, leave alone double that 
^'amount."
One university president said a massive fee increase 
could only be absorbed by students if student grants 
and loans were increased. 1 doubt whether the 
government will go that route. The trend is towards 
fewer grants.
All we can do is wait and see what the government 
will do, I don’t expect any announcement regarding 
university fees untiTafter the premier has put this new 
cabinet in place. And the way it looks now, that won’t 
be before the new year.
And when the announcement comes, 1 expect it will 
be done in a casual way first to get some reaction from 
the public. Whoever will be the minister in charge of 
universities is going to muse that a major increase, 
perhaps two, three or even five-fold might be 



















Increased they will be. Bet on that.
BKEMTWOOD BAY SPORTING GOODS LTD.
7060 W. SAANICH RD. Box 252
BRENTWOOD BAY, B.C. • VOS 1A0
HERMAN VENDENBELT, : '
A judge in Ontario recently decided not to enforce a 
child; support order aga:insf a Hamilton man; whose wife 
lives in Alberta.
That decision, if it is upheld, will have far-reaching 
implicadons foTTthopsands of people hoping to receive 
maintenance from spouses in other parts of the world. ^
Every province.in Canada has what is called “reciprocal 
enforcement of maintenance’’ legislation. In effect, all 
provinces have agreed to enforce the other’s maintenance 
and support orders; The provinces also enforce support 
orders from any foreign countries; including many of the 
U.S. states.
Here is why there is a problem with the Ontario judge’s
Suppose a couple lives Tri'British Columbia and the 
husband leaves the province'and goes to another part of 
Canada. If he fails to send maintenance payments to his 
wife, she would appear before a judge in British Columbia
for a support order. The husband has a right to appear for 
the case. However, most husbands can’t afford to do this. 
So the B C. judge’s order would, be sent to theVprovince 
where the husband resides and he would be required to 
appear before a judge there.
judge\hears the evidence of the husband. This,:however, 
does not give either judge an opportunity to assess the 
credibility of the husband and wife if their evidence is in 
conflict.
ildmot proceed yvith ;’ 
the case when he could only hear one side.
If judges across the country follow the Ontario judge, 
:The;whbleireCirjf6cal:;enfbrcefnent svstefnJwilVTiBllansfilwUhv
consequent hardship on families attempting to collect 
maintenance from delinquent husbands.






OPL'M DAILY 11 AM lor 
Finn Canadian & Ctiinosc Food 
DINE IN OR TAKE OUl 
: 10112 Verdier Avd,,! Brentwood Bay: 
652*3622
Stonk & unowder House
Ui46,Item salifd bur"]fnitnwbwvi ■
;T Brcaklasl, lunch & Dinner Daily : ; 
Sunday Briincli ll:304!30 ' 
7172 Brentwood Drive 
Phono 652.2413 dr 652-9515
Culi/iic fhinoilM’
OPEN FROM 5 P.M.
7 DAYS A WEEK
Wo!>l $;i,\nK;h Rd by i ,




P FISH & CHIPS 
WITH A DIFFERENCE
Mon.-Thurs. Bam-7 pm 
‘ Frl,-Snt, B aniy Bpnv; :
2470 Beacon Ai/O;' Sidney 656r4944
T: ■ ResrauRaNi; V,;
FAMILY DINING
First Class Moals .fast Service
mHmmrdRmNMkNT
Spociiill7iiui in 
a ! Chinese & Canadiait Food
, Mon.;. Ihiicv. , vy ;,
ffl| * SHJ. 4'30 aid» miKy: ;:Sun, 4 lo B'3(i ji,n\, 




lAKf Qllf OROinS 
IN THE BEACON PLAZA MALL ‘ 
2321 Boiicon Avo. Sidney
656«4822
STEAK, PIZZA & SPAGHETTI HOUSE 
Evening Dining in y 
Fine Meditcrrandan Tradition
Mott.dhun ill.n.in Mi;i? ■ ;;y,;
,,rri, I, SM. It »,tn.
iUN;* iiontiAvs a ii,m,.ioii.m. ‘ 
optN'roKUINCH,












:\y A ’ X.,; y ./^yj oc at orl'iiiy:y x:yy; ‘ .;v y
■;.y\^'T"jiy.y::;Va(Vls|ny|Vl3i:lna.y:W
Moil, to Sat. 8 am to 4 pm 
SuntIny 9 am to 4 pm 656>6521
Jlcstaiirmtt
for FAMILY DINING 
J»t FAMILY PRICES
Mon. tn Fii. (1 am - 0 pm 
Sill. Cani-iOpm y Siiny9ani-Q pni
61)6.4115 2359 Beacon Ave.
; 10% SenlOLMizon Dlscoiini TRY OUR MONDAY
'‘7 • 0AYS"4‘WEEK'f "T;mi"* 7^ p;rn*y^-x; uc»n««d-'65241lf2:'
•:'4dTyV;
When ii comes to dining out our readers do more 
than anyonoi let us help you plan an appropriate 
ydverthing menu, call today for assistance.
T X':'
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By Marjorie Denroche
The fur and feathers have 
settled after that most 
successful Christmas Fair. 
Nearly 2,000 people came 
to browse, buy, or look at 
the many items displayed.
If you did miss the fair, you 
can still catch some of the 
excitement on a taping done 
by Cable 10. Watch for the 
time of showing.
Comments are always 
welcomed and one 
suggestion was for a 
babysitting service next year 
SO parents could do a bit of 
quiet shopping on their 
own. This would be a good 
fund-raising opportunity 
for a youth group!
The PCA hamper was 
won by B. Griffith, a hard­
working mom whose kids 
were as excited as she was at 
her first “win”!
The final countdown is 
now in progress for The 
Spirit of Christmas. For 
those families in need, it is 
heart-warming to know that 
this is a caring community 
and that it is shown in a 
tangible way.
Volunteers involved in 
contacting the many names 
bn the Christmas list to tell 
them about the Kiwanis 
' ;Toy,;/V''':'--Sh6p’/::..; the. 
Review/Lioris Hampers* 
and the Peninsula Old and 
New Shops voucher all 
report that their ovvn 
Christmas has taken on a 
totally hew dimension. 
Flow can it not be affected 
by the mixed feelings Of 
frustration and gratitude 
pouring forth? ^
Christmas time inspires 
creativity in the kitchen. 
With its versatility, 
distinctive flavor and 
winning eye appeal, you can 
count on honey for holiday 
season success in your 
kitchen. Floney is beautiful!
From salads and 
dressings, through entrees, 
desserts and beverages, 
honey adds a special touch 
and great versatility.
Muffins and pancakes at 
breakfast, breads at lunch, 
sauces, marinades and 
glazes for meats and 
vegetables at dinner, plus 
fancy cakes and cookies for 
all your parties and snacks 
— honey is a welcome 
ingredient for any meal.
Whether used right out of 
the container or prepared in 
the most elegant dish, 
honey is just right.
’Tis the season to give
family and friends the gift 
of your cooking and baking 
talents, while saving lots of 
time to visit with them and 
enjoy all the special 
activities. You’ll find honey 
indispensible in your 
kitchen at Christmas.
For a holiday meal that’s 
simple to prepare and sure 
to please, try these recipes. 
Left-Over Turkey 
Here’s an easy recipe for 
giving left-over turkey an 
exotic touch.
4 cups (1 L) cooked 
turkey (diced or cubed) 
Preheat oven to 350 
degree F (180 degree C).
Mix togetlter:
1/2 (125 ml) honey 
1 /4 (50 ml) prepared 
mustard
1 tsp. (5 ml) curry powder 
4 tbsp. (50 ml) turkey 
drippings or butler 
Pour sauce mixture over
turkey; toss slightly to coat 
pieces.
Bake in covered 
casserole, about 30 minutes 
or until hot and bubbly. 
May be served with rice. 
Serves 4.
Honey Salad Dressing 
An ordinary salad 
quickly comes to life with 
this recipe.
2 tsp. (10 ml) honey 
1 tsp. (5 ml) paprika 
1 tsp. (5 ml) sesame seeds 
1/2 tsp. (2 ml) dry 
mustard
1/2 tsp. (2 ml) pepper 
2/3 cup (175 ml) cider 
vinegar
1/3 cup (75 ml) cooking 
oil'
1/3 tbsp. (15ml) ketchup 
— diced garlic (to taste) 
Place ingredients in a jar 
and shake until well 
blended. Serve
immediately.
Makes 250 ml (1 cup). 
Broccoli with Sour Cream 
While brocoli is featured 
here, any vegetable can be 
dressed up with this zippy 
honey and sour cream 
sauce.
1 lb. (500 gm) broccoli
1 cup (250 ml) sour cream
2 tbsp. (25 ml) honey 
2 tbsp. (25 ml) vinegar 
1/2 tsp. (2 ml) dry
mustard
1/4 tsp. (1 ml) salt 
Cook broccoli until just 
tender and still bright 
green. Combine sour 
cream, honey, vinegar, 
mustard and salt. Heat
gently.
Pour orover brocoli 
serve in a sauce boat.
Serves 4 to 6.
Almond Fruit Loaf 
For a lighter alternative 
to Christmas cakes, your 
family and guests will enjoy
this fruit bread.
13/4 cups (425 ml) all 
purpose Hour
1 tbsp. (15 ml) baking 
powder
1/2 cup (125 ml) chopped 
mixed peel
1/2 cup (125 ml) chopped 
glazed cherries
1/2 cup (125 ml) chopped 
glazed pineapple
1/2 cup (125 ml) toast 
slivered almonds 
1 egg
1/2 cup (125 ml) honey 
2/3 cup (175 ml) milk 
1/4 cup (50 ml) vegetable 
oil
1/4 cup (50 mi) Amaretto 
liqueur or milk
1 tsp. (5 ml) almond 
flavoring
Preheat oven to 350 
degrees F (180 degree C)
For pyrex pan, reduce 
heat to 325 degree F ( 160 
degree C).
"'-Km,
The distinctive flavor of honey makes it a excellent ingredient 
for baking. Cooking with honey is an honored tradition and easy 
when you follow these simple tips.
Easy measuring'.
Heat your measuring cup or spoon by holding it under hot 
running watrer, or grease the utensil slightly .
Simple Substituting
Since honey contain moisture, allow for an adjustment to the 
liquid measure in recipes;
1. Substitute an equal amount of honey for sugar, but reduce 
the liquid measure by 25 per cent, or
2. Reduce the honey to 3/4 of the sugar measure; but do not 
change the liquid measure.
Reduce cooking temperature by 25 degrees F. ( 14 degrees C), 
since goods baked with honey brown more readily than those 
made with sugar.
Keep these handy references in your recipe box:
- 250 ml honey is 1 cup
- 50 ml honey is 1/4 cup
-15 ml honeyis 1 tablespoon
-1 cup honey replaces 1 cup syrup
- 250 ml honey weighs 380 grams
-1 kg honey measures 700 ml
For other appealing honey recipes, send-addressed, stamped 
envelope to: Canadian Honey Information Centre, Suite 1960, 
1055 West Hastings Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6E2E9.
In a large bowl, stir 
together Hour and baking 
powedcr. Add candied 
fruits and almonds and stir 
until well coated.
In separate bosvl, beat 
together egg, milk, honey, 
oil, liqueur and almond 
flavoring. (If milk is used 
instead of liqueur, increase 
almond extract to 15 ml (1 
tbsp.)).
Add to flour and fruit 
mixture and stir until just 
moist, but still lumpy. Turn 
into greased and tloured or 
sprayed pan.
Bake 65 to 75 minutes or 
until a knife comes out 
clean. Cool on wire rack. 















f Hi CilOWiI Pli^SSilS
More Ever In A Mew Ice
Adventure . ..1 Of 5 Fabulous Productions.
Whatever you may have 
^dwnf up; believing,} and 
regardless of what your 
^neighbour bf}‘‘Aunt Mhry’’
: Thank goodness there are
those in the community same. They don t
who care — Central tuste the same and they 
Saanich fire department, ^ cook the same. Some
Daughter’s and the Knights niakers. Northern 
of Pythias. All these groups r'^'gus .suprerne. Medium
have requested between one t
and 10 names and have ^pys have a
■: L.-./L'ovn' ■ v cr----.' -K Aoi if It 11T CTiS In An nnlniir .An
uhdertakeri Y to deliver a ; beautiful gblderi colouf}ahd 





harnper including }a}turkey 
or chicken which will ensure , 
something special on; the.
available September- 
March.},;.,
If your group would be . art less acid
willing, even at short than the Spy and are great
notice, to be a part of this pf . salads because . they
earing; please call the PCA
Gortlands are an equally
assurance that their crust 
will be' tender, light and
For mahy piemakefs} a 
pie crust rhix may well be 
the answer.
your family fayourHes. ”
pies. / They’re} :available 
October-April, mainly in 
Eastern Canada.
; West .Coast apple pie 
makers speak highly of the 
"Yellow Newton, a; whiteof fice at 656-0134y
A big Thank you to all , .. r- « u
:who;: have :eomributed , so white firm flesh.
gehcrously to datePeninsula people meeting ^ ^hruary, thw're grown in . medium i^cid.y and a
peninsula needs!
fine cooking apple }with a fleshed crisp apple with a
rich ; tangy,^^ }
Available October- flavour; Newtons are
TagD4yS
y.l'
Ontario and Quebec, y available from .lanuary to 
The Gravenstein,; noted May, mainly in British 
as the apple for inakingv Colurnbia.^^^}^^^ 
sauce, makes especially The best way to get a nice 
good apple pies when fresh, full pie is to slice the apples 
A medium acid apple, the thinly. Sugar the slices iiva 
. w tends to soften bowl and leave them while
.The Bntish Cplumbia during storage. } } you prepare your pastry.
Lions for Crippled Children They are available Thi.s} draws the juice, 
will hold iheir annual throughout Eastern Canada making the apple shrink 
Bunny Tag Days Friday and Septcniber-Npvcmber. before cooking,
Saiurday frotp 5 to 9 p.m. idared;; arc acid and tart, You'll need about 21/2 
and 9;30 , to , 4:30 P<ni. a (jombination which many lbs. for a decent 9 inch pici 
respectively. pic experts claim "are} the / Mbsi good; cooks' h
The 1983 tag days were jticai qualities for greaf^^^^^^^ 
successful, according to 
Ray St. Dennis,} and 
assisted greatly the broad 
program of health services
pie / with; cinnamon and 
nutmeg added; to the raw 
'■} apples.'
}Just as cooking apples 
di f fer i n thei r flavou r, 
texture and taste, so do pie 
crusts. ^} ;; W
: hoinernakers ; want the; 
personal satisfaction of 
making their ;fayourite pie 
recipes, they} also want the
; Many interesting varieties 
of apples pies can be found. 
The following recipe which 
.combines apples, pears and 
Cheddar cheese, could well 




1 envelope ROBIN 
HOOD flaky Pie Crust Mix 
1 cup grated cheddar 
cheese
3/4 cup sugar . ;
3 tbsp. flour} ; Y
1/2 tsp. cinnamon 
1/4 tsp. nutmeg 
} 31/2 cups sliced apples 
(about 4 apples)
31/2 cups; diced 
(about 4 pears)
1 }}tt)sp. butter 
margarine }
COMBINE pie crust mix 
and cheese}
PREPARE cheese pastry 
a c c o r d i n g t o } p ac k ag e 
directions ; for TwoA^rust 
Pie.
MIX sugar, flour and 
spices.
COMBINE sugar 
mixture with apples and 
pears. Stir well.
FILL pastry-lined, pie 
plate with fruit mixture. 
Dot with butter.
PLACE top pastry oyer 
filling. Seal and flute edges. 
Slash top.
' BAKE at 450 degree F 
for 10 minutes then reduce 
heat to 350 degree F and 
continue baking 40 to 50 
minutes} or until crust is 
golden and apples are 
tender.
MAKES one 9 inch pie.
WEDNESDAY DEC. 14 thru SUNDAY,DEC. 18
? BiG SHOWS? PRICES
Wed., Thur., Fri., Sat.. 7;30p $6.75-7.75-8.75
Saturday......................2:00p including User Fee
Sunday.......... 2;0Dand 6:00p All Seats Reserved
OPENING NIGHT - DECERIBER 14th
“CFAX RADIO NIGHT AT ICE CAPADES”
AH Tickets 1/2 Price - plus 25g User Fee 
TiCKETS ON SALE NOW AT ARENA BOX OFFICE AND ALL 
OUTLETSlFOR GROUP AND TICKETS INFO} CALL 384-1522;
VMA
□ ;






■■ . iM' i Experienced in Conventional
J- Mraw I j,„jj (yjodern
V Perms (Body Waves).
^Tues. Sat. 8:30-5:30
'SMAmNAvebURT on 21x1 street 65b-4443^
provided by the society. irYi
FRESH OKANAGAN Slb,/2.27k«IliOO
of Scotland ;6;'»O
/ The December meeting of 
} the Sons of Sebtfand ;
I Benevolent Assoclation}\vill
1 be held 8 p.m. Dec, 16 at 
I Norway FIolisc.M 10 
Hillside. Featured -- 









; Ghristmas Broth or Chefs Salad 
Sole Bonne Femme 
Roast Turkey & Chestnut Stuffing 
Served with Cranberry Sauce
.................. 40lb./18kg
L'/®'
Fruit & Nut Ba.sket










Mt NEWt'ON X RD, I }-■/■■ ■■i)i
Corner Pat Ray Highway View Hoad
_ _ _  OPEN DAILY }
652-S271 8 A.w..6:3o}p.M:::,,
IHiEI
l^age B6 THE REVIEW Wednesday, December 14, 1983
REVIEW 
CLASSIFIED AD INDEX
All xiassified ads must be submit­
ted to our office before raoou on ll^on- 
day prior to publication date. We are 




The Review reserves the right to classlly ads under appropriate headings and to set rates 
thcrctore and to determine page location.
The Review reserves the right lo revise, edit, classify or reicci any advorlisement and lo 
retain any answers dlrectod lo the Review Box Reply Services, and lo repay the customer the 
sum paid lor the advertisement and box rental.
Box replies on "Hold" instructions will be destroyod unless mailing insiructlons are 
received. Those answering Box Numbers are requested not lo send originals ol documenis lo 
avoid loss.
All claims ol errors in advertising must be received by the publisher within 30 days alter 
the lirsi publication.
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the liability ol The Review In the oveni 
ol lailure lo publish an advertisement or In the event of an error appoaring In the advertise­
ment as published shall be limited lo the amount paid by the advertiser lor only one Incorrect 
Insertion lorThe portion ol the advertising space occupied by the Incorrect or omitted item on­
ly. and that there shall be no liability In any event greater than the amount paid lor such 
advertising.
PENINSULA DIREaORY
of Bmm @ind SEiVICIS . . .
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. liSonday to Friday 
Closed Saturdays and Sundays
Obituaries .,.;. 
Cards of Thanks
Notices : . , , ... , . , . . , . . . a; , . . . ; . . . , A. . . .y....... .. .3
Lost.,.. . A........:..;. . .... .4
Found y.;..;.... ......: ...... • . •
Personals ,..................... .............6
Business Personals.....A : A....... ... A ........ .7
Business Opportunities .......... •. • • A. .. ...........8
Help Wanted ...........,..:......... ....... ........9
Work Wanted. .......................... .... ............. .10
Miscellaneous For Sale . . .........;.. ........ ......11
Garage Sales ............ . .. . ...... ..............12
Wanted To Buy ............ A........ .......:13
Pels;.::.;..:'....... . ....... :14'
Livestock .. :...:. . . ............-..15
Farm Produce ........... -.........:.... ,......16
Gardening:,;..:.., ...: ,.,.... ...17
Boats & Marirle ,.. .. ... . . .. . . .18
'Motorcycles...... . ... . . ... .. .. . . . .y. 19
Aircraft;.. -. ...............20
Recreation Vehicles yy. ;... .:'.''':'21;




Farm Machinery ........................................... ................................... 26
For Rent............................................................ ................................... 27
A Wanted to Rent............................................. ................................. 28
■Real Estate For Sale...................................... ................................... 30
Mobile Homes................................................ ................................... 31
Legals.......... ................................................ . . . . :...................... 32
}Buibr
WE RAVrALL TYPES OF FEN-| 
CING. Residential — Industriali 
— Farm. Pressure treated! 
posts & lumber. Supply or ln-| 
stalled, ask about ourl 
specials. 652-2412 
652-1121.■ ; : : 33t|
EXPERT PRUNING - TRIMMING 
and general gardening. 
Reasonable rates. Call 656-5382 









CLEANING - reasonable rates. 
Phone 656-3317. 35t
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER 
with $10,000 worth of time saving 
tools. Available now, hourly or 
contract rates. 656-7658. 5c50
WOOD WINDOWS. DOORS, 
SKYLITES. Largest selection, 
Lowest Prices. Walker Door. 
Vancouver 112-266-1101, North 
Vancouver 112-985-9714, 
Richmond 112-27 3-68 29, 
Kamloops 1 12 -3 74 -35 66, 
Nanaimo 112-758-7375, Winlaw 
112-226-7343, Lillooet 112-256- 
7501, Whitehorse 112-667-7332. 
;na-tfn
DEEP COVE MAN with truck. 
House, yard, garden 
maintenance, carpentry, hauling 
away, window cleaning, 
eavestroughs, roofs cleaned, 
chainsaw work, fencing. 
Reasonable rates anywhere on 
peninsula. Phone Malcolm, 656- 
9312. 4p51
Stationery, Coffee Mugs, Pen­
cils, Pins, Earrings, Scarves, 
Noteboards, Socks, Stickers, 
Thelwell Ponies, License Plate 
Frames, Kids Groom Kit & 
Tack Cleaning Kit.
Everythig for the Horse 
Lover
OPEN UNTIL 9:00 P.M.
WED., THURS. & FRI.
384-5011
PADDLE FANS - The original fan 
store. Wholesale and Retail. Free 
catalogues; Ocean Pacific Fan 
Galiery Inc: 4600 East Hastings 
Street, Burnaby, B.C. V5C 2K5. 
Phone 112-299-0666. na-tf
FIREWOOD: alder, $85 per cord, 
split, $75 unsplit. Maple, $95 
split, $80 unsplit. Also logging 
truck loads, 10 cord loads, $550. 
All cords guaranteed. Phone 112- 
653-9240. 20p01
CONWiAC AUTOKfiOTJVE’ 
HEAVY DUTY DIESEL MECHANIC SHOP
10134 PdcDONALD 656-7144 
PARK ROAD or 656-3012
SHANKS BARN DOOR 
246-2023
NEW FEVER DETECTOR. 
Children & Mom love the new 
Fever Detector. It's the easy way 
to find a fever. Easy to read, fast 
response, reusable, unbreakable. 
Hospital tested, accurate within 
Vz degree. Send $2.95 plus 75c 
postage to: CLINITEMP, P.O. Box 
86404, North Vancouver, B.C. 
V7L4K6. 4pb50
FROM GREENHOUSE TO YOU, 
Shrubs, Tropicals, Cacti, 
Hyacinth, Amarilys, flowering 
plants, planters and terrariums. 















OLDER MODEL Standard 
Underwood typewriter, $50. Also 
newer model Olivetti Underwood 







Best in the 
4p51
FULLY EXPERIENCED gardener 
available for all your garden 
needs: 656-6693. 4p51:BUY IN BULK. Save up to 30%_________________________________
Alberta A-l rneats, top quality JUNIOR HIGH STUDENT 
brand name freezing products, requires a part time job. Reliable, 
Great West Foods. 384-5488 or can work indoors or outdoors. 
652-1475:^^^ T : Call Mike652-3395: : - Snc50
SANTA SUITS for rent; Book now. 
656-5541: vr :: r:
MORE
The Review
ALICE’S DRESSMAKING - Mens, 
Ladies, Children’s, alterations, 
repairs, drapes, knitting. 2043 
‘'A” Couser Drive. 656-6170.:
SIDNEY-NORTH SAANICH. We 
will clean: your home, apt:; or 
boat. We’re fastand thorpugh: $7 









6981 E. Saanich Rd.
LARGE OAK DESK, $250. Metal 
clothes rack, $25. Closet $15. 
■ King size.custom-made mediaeval 
4-poster waterbed, $350. 656- 
5023. 4p52
PORTRAITS IN PASTEL from 
photo, no sitting: necessary. 
Beautiful Christmas gift idea. 
Children and pets a specialty. 




MOBILE AND MARINE DIVISION 
Free Pickup & Delivery
• PRESERV-A-SH!NE ® UNDERCOATING • SUNROOFS 
• ENGINE SHAMPOO • TAR REMOVAL 
>C0MPLETE INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR CLEANING AND PROTECTION
FIREWOOD cut, split, delivered 
and stacked, mostly fir, $100 a 






- I'^Pufalished on Wednesday, ol every ,week’-' j
CARIBOO PRESS (1969) LTD.
'. ?367 Beacon'Ave . Sidqey, B C V8L I
I.' .. -
CLASSIFIED RATES
, First insertion. PO wordj or less,‘$2.00 
(prepayment’ rate only). ConsecutiVe 
-iv repeal insertions: $1.00 per-weekr-Over’; 
V,’'20 words (firsliweek);:each extra word,;: ; j 
I ■, 'T'l cents. Consecutive'repeat insertions 
[ over 20 words: 10 cents per.each addi- 
, tional word, Box .numbers $1 00.
I r.Classihedv.display, rate- upon:.requesl. -, 
;;i.:C(iarge ciassllieds are:$3:p0 ,lqf:lhe;tirst:;: 
'y week tV iSA'rateis aiso $3 :d0 ior tlie.first T 
week.-
; SKI HOLIDAYS: -; BIG WHITE,
: ' KELOWNA: Five; nights from $95 ■ 
I perU i person quad. :: Indoor 
"WHY PAY $250-1300 FOR swimming, hot-tubs, kitchens, 
iPCANNEb MUSICY wheriyyoucan ': fireplaces; dining. Skivfrom;your 
hire ."Eric's: Music Machine" (the Poor. ;SUMMIT^ L^
bdbgie^man’i: for $150? I’m neWT _______ 3pb50
JOUIRNEYMAN CABINETMAKER 
: will:do;i : kitchen,::
T furniture, antique reproductions,:
' repairs,millvyorkyHandcrafted to ; 










AMWAY PRODUCTS mean quality 
and personal service. 100% 
money y back: guarantee. We 
deliver. Over 2^300 products to 
choose from. 656-0014. 4c52
OOLDEHIHEAF: BAKERY (1980)Ltd.
2354 BEACON AVE.
F^^^ QUALITY BAKERY GOODS 
AND FRIENDLY SERVICE 
Lou Joan'Neudecker'y 656-3132
INCINERATOR BARRELS forsale 
: by y Peninsula y Pee Wee; ~ Rep 
Hockeyy Team;: Free delivery: or 
pick up.:$8 each.'656-5648, 656- 
y 4983 or652-4723. 3c51
here,L blit jhaVeya $ 5 000 Lsoupd ^;;y:
WILL: DO PAINTING, wal
PAY TV DE-SCRAMBLERS. Build 
youry:fqwhyi Schematic: : and 
FIREVyOOD CUT TO ; ORDER, complete instructions.
Cedar:postsyahd rails: Select tree: ''’ ---r-- .
$9:95.,
< IF YOU WOULD. LIKE yto knovyyyyy washing: Reasonable: 656-6949:fe ;: Ge  sts and rails: Select tree Cheque or money order. Cheques
light system and have 10 years about the health; :and?:ybeauty‘''^ falling.656-4213._________4387-tf
h ’' WarVof A lr,a ralooco' /"oil , —____ _ .. _ .... —^—r-xrr---- TTTT—I I WTTi insro ELECTRON ICS.'-P .O; Box.-; 5 7.4 ,; experiencei lentert at
;yhundrds of functions:: acrcssA 
^Canada. 656:2797. 4p52
behefits'yof Aloey Vera, please cally 
y652:5654 i No obligation: yyyy4c5 iy lEAGER YOUNG man 22,:,wil|:dop::' ................ ,............... ■’^’^’'Ganada^S;;
kVANCOUVER DECEMBEI
LIGHTING: fixtures:: Western
^ any )obs around the home,* C ^ad s ]a/^gest display^ Same Day Service. 2pb50 .
____ ________ _ ____________ R '* gardening, chopping wood, Wholesale and retail•-::rree:^^^j .DAbTAPrirT--
yrHEiPENINSULAyycOMMUNITY SPECIAL:;$40:00;per hightSTHE insulation, and carpentry skills catalogues available. Norburn S^GER POpm^ stra^ht
ASSOCIATION, 9788.2nd St., is BLUE HORIZON HOTEL. In the available, weather conditions not Lighting Centre Inc., 4600 East stitch sewing macbme, with
the information and Volunteer centre of Vancouver. Ideal a factor. $3 per hr. 656-2639. Hastings St., Burnaby, B.C. V5C
Service for the peninsula. If you location.fonChristmas shoppers, 2c5 0 2K5. Phone 112-299-0666. tf ^
ne^ assistance or if yquywish to sportsyfans:! Fuliy facilities.: n2- : yBABYSITTING aYailabli^^^i yl^PAULINEySy. HANDICRAFTS
volunteer a few hours a week to 800-663:1333. 2pb50 homeSfromT ^ 5130 D.m. Ask for potteryv y:cafvings,y:ceramics;y -PAIR OF GOOD MOUNTED 750,-,^
help‘dthers:1ayyqur::dpmmunityTy y^ RSELF Kathy. 656-27523 : y y y y : lc50:: jewellery (pewter, ;rcK:k)vykiiittedyyy f-4 :sno\w tires, white walls, $60;
"" ’ ^■“ ::baby:: items: ;toysy:;2424 Beacon
MOW OPEN
'E»r MTTLE EXOSiSE





pl^se:call 656-0134 for further BEAUTIFUL! Feel confident, look FAST; ACCURATE typing done in „ ,, , ..





y $1 Sper.yoar iri Cannda ior The Raview. 
::, $12:per year for senior ciiizens. :
TABLE: TENNIS (Ping Pong) at : 
B rentwodd E lementary School, 
Mondays 7 •.30-9:30 p.m. All ages 
welcome. Further info. 652-4580; 
652-1531:^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^ y - ^ tfn
season:;: Draping y consultation, 
H eather Fetherston 6 5 6-0014:
:4c5:2'y'>::
h p ; ti p'Rp^nnahlpJ iVimage : oe tie ar "Tor nir , : :ITS SO EASY to lose weight with: 
4864’ 3nc52 (weddihgs, etc.) 656-3714 or 656-,® Herbalife, To good to be true. Call :
CORRECTIONS
Corjcclions shoulO bo maOo, bolore ttie: 
-secbnO Inserliori.; Allowance can be made 
; lor; oiiB’rincof recL: insbrlibn'ybnly.: We; 
reserve Ihe rirjht to classily; aOs under 
-'.appropriaio, headings,.;’':;
THE PENINSULA DISARMAMENT 
group meets regularly. To join us, 
help us, or just for:information, 
call 656-4842 after5 p.m. y tfn
IS OVEREATING creating 
problems in your life? Overeaters 
Anonymous can help you! No 
dues, no weigh4ns, Meetings are 
' Mondays, S p.m. at 9788 * 2nd 
St., Sidney. 656-2331. : tfn
CHRISTMAS. No time to cook for 
your Christmas party? Call 656- 
1690 for assorted cold trays, 
finger snacks or a cold buffet. 'We 
can, also supply your Christmas 
cake: Take the worry out of your 
pa rtyand en joy you rsel f. ^ c51:
CHRISTMAS CLEAN UP special, 
loads to dump, $20. O.A.P;ylO% 
off:658-5191; after4:00 p.m.
y2'C5cl’:'''"y"nl:;:'::''::-'y-~'.',-:::::::y;:yy
LOVING FAMILY DAY CARE in my 
home. Newborn to 5 years. More 
than 25: years experience.- Full 
t i me on ly. 6 56-9998 8p52
SATELLITE SYSTEMS LTD., 5330 
Imperial, Burnaby, B.C. VSJ 1E6. 
Complete satellite packages from 
$1,995. Financing available, no 
down payment O.A.C- $29 per 
month. Dealer inquiries welcome. 
Phonell2-430-4040:;y : ■ tfn
DOUBLE BED; box spring and 
mattress, $140. Phone656-4350.
3’:-:':'■ y"'lp50"
SURVIVORS OF SEXUAL 
ASSAULT Drop-In ; group meets 
every .Wednesday, 7-9. p.m., at
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES
CRUICKSHANK , ■ , al. the
Resthaven Lodge on Dec. 7th,: 
1983,: Mrs. Irene Criiickshank, 
late resident of Sidney, B.C. She 
leaves her loving son,: George, 
Vancouver, .B.C,; 6
grandchildren,^ ' 
grandchildren; 6 .sisters and I 
brothor:’Momorial Services were 
held in the Sands Funeral Chapel 
of Roses. 9838-4th St.) Sidney, 
B.C.yion Friday,Doc;9th. 1983 at y 
2:00 p.m. Rev. H. PraltofllciatotL" 
Cremation,'Flowers yygrdatfully^ 
declined. Those so desiring mayy 
contrlbute to the Canadian 
Cancer Society, 2206 Richmond 
Ave,j jiVictoria;, B,C.; V8R 
Sa nds / Sid ney'y/:
b61ymW"
1045 Linden Ave, 383-5545,10-5
Monday to Friday for more 
■ tfny;
ON CHOOSING BOOKS FOR 
CHILDREN . This singlo-evenlhg 
session will bo offered every Wed. 
through Nov. and Dec, Please 
register for the Wed; of your 
choice by calling Jumping Mouse: 
Children's Books. 656-3144,
;:r,ts52,,-.
SATELLITE SYSTEMS LTD., 5330 
Imperial, Burnaby, B.C. V5 J 1E6. 
Complete satellite packages from 
■ $1,995,00. Financing available, 
no down payment O.A.C, $29.00 
per month, Dealer inquiries 
welcome, Plionell2-430-4040. 
Tfn .
WILLING TO DO house cleaning 
iny Sidney- area: - Willing - and 
reliable; Roslyn 656-0567 . 3nc50 
EUROPEAN TRADESMAN of 25 
years, all y facits , of building,: 
•cabinet, drywall, painting,’ 
insulation etc, Money notya big 
factor.656-5342. : y 2c50
NEW TEMPERED glass 34" x 76" 
$27; 34"x82",y$29, Lots more. 
Mirrors and all types of glass at 
discount prices. New and old 
wood doors : etc; ’ y^’VISA, 
MASTERCARD, Clark "Enter, 
9750 • 4th St., Sidney, 656-6656 
or 389-8180 pager 302. :.tfn'
2 KELLY F78xl4y w-w studded 
show tires, mounted GM wheels, 










BAMBOO LIVING room futniture 
including couch and matching 
chair. Phone656-9306: ' 3nc52
FIREWOOD FOR SALE, full cords 
and up, split y and. -delivered, 
seasoned or not, Hardwoods and 
softwoods, y Very reasonably 
priced. Phone 656-9312 or 656" 
:4264,yy'’'■:\:'4p51'-
2 - 39" CONTINENTAL beds with 
headboards. 54" bed comes with; 
maple frame; Hammond piper 
organ; 2 single pedestal desks; 
small night table; Pioneer car 






Walls washed — 
Gutters cleaned
y:(.£r : M 383-7942
MONEY PROBLEMS? Go Into
business for yourself and secure 
your future,Tot's talk! 656-0014:
, 4c5'2:y:;.:';
CAPTAINS BED, child's table and 
: chajrs; living robm chairs; ladies 5 






once, $75, 656- 
-TncSl':
ATARI; record player; Fisher 
price; misc. toys; books; skates; 
soccer boots; cub uniforms. 
Excellent boys clothing (5-13 yrs.) 
Great selection, 652-3802. 3nc52 '
MEN'S 5 SPEED touring bicycle, 
656-2817. Ip50
BUY YOUR KID V a business for
’Christmas. $3,000’ Wjli ytrain, 
Tremendous potential: 
•Watorsaving device for toilets, 
yBlACKSANDy INDUSTRIES. 648
LIQUIDATION SALE. Handmade 
CHILDREN'S CLOTHES up to size 
TrmTTiro I cwrru MinC G assorted
ci-Irt Tnvainn cottoos and blonds, Month of Doc.
$4,000. would like $2,500;or,best- ; yJost Saaniclv Rd,, Sidney, 656*
*‘^''°'-'''3190.-T:-;;-::y:A.:;.:--;,:l2p50-:offer. 652-5630;;
HEATING COSTS HIGH? Valley 
yComfort y wood furnaces :are 
oconomical, efficient and 
automatic.:: Information and 
nearby: dealers name, VALLEY 
COMTORT, Box 15, Crescent 





■‘Export Cnrppt & UphoUstory Cleaning The Uniquo Woy " 
y ' FftKR ESTIMATES'-'BONDED A'lNSUnEO'^T'
656-3730 : : y :4374S11
';,A,
1883 « WilliMmSrPl'to k5mi.„'8h.r,5'T "
:yancouver,^.C.^urvivod^by bis ’ Marika666-7404 
loving wife Ada, his daughter and 
yson-in-lowy: danisy and: Ralpdi 
Chandler, his grandson Bill anti 
granddaughters Maxipo and Anno
I
■'"'a':




ttarbra and grandson Russell, all 
of Victoria. Mr:: Bowman was 
proprietor ot Dunbar Heating for 
25 years, was president of the 
Dunbar Rod and Gun Club 1961- 
1962, ho was president of the 
West Point Grey Kiwanis club in 
1960 with 24 years ol outstanding 
: service- Funeral service on Tues., 
Doc. 13, 1983 at 1:00 p.m, in 
McCall :Bi‘os,; vFloro|y Chapel, 
Johnson at Vancouver yst.. 
Victoria, with Rev; V. Nordstrom 
officiating Interment y in Holy
WOMEN'S SEXUAL ASSAULT 
CENTRE Crisis Line, 383-3232. 
We offer information, support ondy ; 
referrals, 24 hours a day, 7 days a 
'Week.' ■ ■::■'' '' tfn
for famillos l'nd
TWO G78x14 ;Snow tiros on GM : 




2p50 oxcoiioht condition, 6 drawers, 
'TREEFARM .''--'65 6 -3 3
fpr salo,Toduced : BACK"PAIN SUFFERERS ■ NEW 
hurciv at McDonald : IN CANADA. Anti-gravity device.
300A excellent condition, $75: 
obo, French door, $7: carpet; y 
sunia mp; heat ’-a rid u It ra violet; 
$l00,obo,652-5653.A : AA 2p51
........ sBoiT'"
C^NSELLIN^
individuals of all ages • serving 
the Peninsula, Community 
Counselling Service, 9788- 
Second St-. Sidney. 656-1247, tf
y fS ,.;.'15vE^AflWr~"'crootn([,'
problems ,In your life? Overeatora 
Anonymous* cna help you! No 
dues, no weigh-ins, Meetings are
'■Ay'A'yy’y AVON a;
to Buy or Soli 
Torritorios Available
384.7345 or .5954140
SAdAK' SROES^’ for Hiat
winlor holiday or: just around 
homo. Individual sales or shoo 
eartios,652-3038, : : 10c7
3pSl :Rflliovos low back pain without 
UP TO: ;$l(ii6., PAID" tor your yknee ankle trauma; Fantastic now A 
appliance, Worklrig or hot; Trade concept. Intormation, ;write! y 
yyours in for hewer: or better I.O.C.I:, Box 1277, Comoxi B.CA ’ 
appliances. 656-2797. 4pS2 V9N 320, Dealer inquiries
'2;;.' RECLIReRSa" lamp'-'.8had?AA:''l5)dH^TA^_TlTi.:T_-T-^  ̂
drapes, oak cabinet, hassock, old SO M P ll O R A P H 01™;* U R,
chair, antique yradio, 13" snow: y oxcoHont. condition. ; Somo^lonts 
tires, stiiddod, For information avallablo; Phone CRESTON
yS«Q.S;i'LTDT
THE COMPLETE HOME & OFFICE 
y ’CLEANING SERVICE







SIHER FOR ELDERLY lady 
occasional evenings, Welch Rd. 
aroa,662-1469, y lc50m imiriK. i i ::m n i  b mi*, u oiKn-utB. iyiwwiimbwofm j-.--—.™—..™—Trinity Cmirch cemetery, Sidney Moitdays® p.m. at975l -ird St, MAtlcULWS and rimla^nouso 
AtTC^A: ‘ ...................tin n^h»!r:, Ou()ancoyLake arom
TRAVELLING COMPANIONS,
yy would you like someone to share:; 
fun? Food?: ExfMtnses? Wo will 
find you a compatibly friend for 
'■ ■■ ■ ■ Wi
652-1337. Ic50
vour travels: rite *5; 1009
';;y'V''vT;
A'BELLY A'-: DANCERS ::;A*''yGroekA,y feur^tt..Victoria,:B.C,^yev,3Q9 
.Dancersliven qpbur Christmas 
A::andrBlrthd!iy’:partlos,’ Stap,-' all 
ncdisionsr Amira ProductiohSi
’■ (Tw .to':;:'
Sidney7 Don’t know,anyone? The 
.,...Silver::...Thf'«jads.y::Cenlro:,, offers.;.
1; welcome. Drop In: to 10030 




NEED A ROCK WALL? CHirginil 
16 00 sq. ft, One ye-ir ixporlence. 
Pnrtr)0 Ben. 65I5-69S9
y SAWS FILED, tools repaired and 
sharpened, ItglU niuUil, rupait 
work, 16Ayears In Sidney. A'Len’A 
Cusdan, 2440 Malaview. Phone
■'"fi56-406B'r'''"''''''''8p5T'-''"
take care of' all your prdening 
and ; malhtohance needs, y Cau
...........'.................6' yndaorCkHig;6?56-9570, 6p50
Tho Aftovlaw y bfforffl 
'PREi!.;y'.;ci,A'»8.iFmo 
.ADS';. to.; flhoi-o.„;p® rn'oit#, 
■who'';;;iiro;'"^; 'n'lormiilty 
omployed but aro our* 
roifitly out of work. You 
.rnay ndy'ortl«o';fpr a'job' 
’ 'yo'iir
';bwn.'A''iirti>rdhanclitt'e.'',''to' 
Bonorate fiihds. Thoaa 
ad» mu«t bo pinoadi ti$ 
par non at tho Heviaw 
offfloo. No acla for thio 
elaaaificatiort will ba 
aoeoptad by pbono. 
MitilU 3 conaoButIvo 
Iftaortlona''oiity.'"''A-''-''’'A:'-
658-8089. A A IcSO
QUEEN luZE; 6ox "spring :and 
mattress, vary good condition, 




advance 112-428 • 
IpbSO
P'LATIcStFoR
ARM CHAIRS. $60; roc,kor, $60; 2 
pee. chesterfield, $2,50; hostess 
chair, altllke now, 656-6187,
::.'l:p5'0_
. .;¥ET"Aor-'“'MPiCTnWTwkoy 
i Cooperails, pod condllton; 652-
:.276'7-' ■■-■::''.:'lnc50;
■ fiftloction in town, natural fir, 
spruce and pines: Culturttd fir 
and pine, sixes?, ft:tol4 ft,6999 
A West SdiinicIv Rd, ,14 mile south Of 
A Brentwood Village and Town,and 
Country Shopping y Centre on 
Saanich Rd;' Across from 
McDonalds,: ()no dollar off with 
this ftd, Free cedar bows and 
candy cenos, WOODSTOCK 
';; EVERGREENS-'' .With:: you:"' ella 
MutiyCHmSTMAS.'::;. IcSO- ■ -
5ArCTS?c7B7'r/
mi I
CHRISTMAS. Shop by moll and 
save, TIMELESS TREASURES, 
3275 Mountain Highway, Suite 
306, North Vancouver, B.C. V7K 
2H4, Phono 112-986-8445, 
l'pb80;-Ay'-y
“TSrMaM,GGlfers T)Rfc*A  Kangaroo
Katty Battery Oporaled Golf Bag 
Carriers, Portable, climbs 
steepest hills. W,W.yAGENCIES 
exclusive agent for B.C. Box 
7475 . Victoria, Phone; 478-2672- 
Price;$539,00. : ‘ IpbSO ,
A UNIQUE CHRISTMAS GIFTI Por
sorializnd ; carlcaturos by Alan; 
Humorous cartoons In
.any pose, .ouiiablo for :iiamin9.
;656-9340,''.A,2cna51;''
CONSULTAHTS
A RESIDENTIAL - LIGHT INDUSTRIAL & COMMERCIAL 
ESTIMATES HNSPEC^^^^^ ^
A SCHEDULING CONTRACTS PLANNING
Donald Thompson GS64260
■■, :' r, : ■':■"'' ' ’.''‘A';.: '■■'■'■;■'■'■'''■'■■ ■■■'■■'
■'A::'ABAKt:^^BUITENDYK^:^A'AAi'
: 1 ftrtfl.Tiitift qiHnnu hiillriftr
: : N6w:£:ifUiCinlizinq in'A
:';yy,Fini$bin0 Carpentry, :l;, 
yCabincliaricljulltrlns, A









D'a.m. - 9 p,rn. Handcrafted high 
firerf stoneware tor ' gifts end 
home; Vfl ry reasonable prices, 
i North Saanich pottery. 9190 Fast 
Saanich : Rd,: Just north of 
..McTavisH..-■':.'■
SANSCHA HALL FLEA MARKET 
eviryySunday, «',30-y2;30 p,m. 
.:|nfo.«56-4523, -.-.y',-:..,rtS'''
«j||||||*l|^ '’A:;"^ mWii^











of professions; GOODS on?? SERVICES . . .
REALESTATE 
;E0R SAEE :
DEC. 17 - 9;30-3;30 757 
LANDSEND [KitwangalB English 
Riding boots, other tack, horse 
care items, discontinued Amway 
gift items, books, records, water 
heater, 10 gal. Ic50
INDCXIR SALE from 9-3 p.m. 




3 Room groups. Bachelor 
suites, individual pieces 
hide a-beris. lollaways, 
month to month.
388 Yates 383-3655
ELECTRONIC’S STUDENT needs 
non-working or barely working 
T.V.'s. Free pickup. Call 384- 
8903. 4c52
WANTED: Sink cabinet with or
without sink, small greenhouse, 
used lumber suitable for 






COMMERCIAL SPACE FOR 
RENT . : ; 1305 sq.: It.: of 
prime retail space facing 







(MBi we re/FUEw \TUEe
FREE: Orphaned male puppies, 
(small Shephard and Spaniel 
cross). Available between now 
and New Year depending on 
amount of care and patience 
offered. 656-7788. Ic50
FAfl^SLY HOUSING
Families interested in new af­
fordable Co-op Housing near 
Waddling Dog or Sidney.
PHONE: 381-3455
EIGHT WEEK OLD male 
Shepherd Cross pup. Free to good 
home. 656-0550. Ic50
ONE BLUE and one green budgie,
in cage, $70.656-2137.' lnc50
ONE BEDROOM CONDO, stove, 
fridge, dishwasher, fireplace, no 
pets. References. $450 per 
month. 656-4066 or 656-4003. 
Tts
203-2405 BEACON AVE.
OLD REALTORS NEVER DIE - 
They Just Become Listless.
We have sold most of our 
listings and are anxious to go 
to work for you. If you're 
thinking of selling, either 
residential or commercial, call 
us for prompt efficient service. 
Bill Mosher Res. 656-7117
Bob Frew. Res. 652-3043
Steve Salaga 388-6275 pager 1599
MIST HAVEN RIDING ACADEMY.
Riding lessons for Christtfias ? 
Also 4-day riding/horse care 
clinic for beginner and novice 
riders; Dec. 2 7 -3 0. 8 ;3 0 a. ml to 
12 noon:'Indoor arena, 10 min. 
from Victoria: Gift certificates. 
:.6'56;-3167 5c51:
ONE BEDROOM furnished suite 
.Brentwood Bay. Linens, utensils 
supplied, weekly room service, - 
coloured cable TV. Available Dec.
1, $ 4 5 0 mont h. 6 5 2 -2 2 3 4. 
Bachelor units, furnished with 
kitchenettes, iBrentvvood Bay, 
linens, utensils supplied, weekly 
; room service; Available Dec. 1, 
$295 to ;$395 pier month.: 






Give your spouse or yourself 
Title to this very special. 
Treed, one acre lot in the Deep 




Almost 3000 sq. ft. of living 
area is yours in this almost 
new townhouse close to 
schools and marinas. 
UNBELIEVABLY LOW AT 
$95,000 :
HAVE YOU SEEN ...
: , . This lovely 3 bedroom 
split level in Saanichton with 
its grand piano size livingroom 
with feature rockwall 
fireplace? Only $119,000 . . . 
If not, call now;
Bumper To Bumper, one of Canada’s largest 
automotive parts and acce.ssories store chains will be 
working with the Salvation Army in helping make this 
Christmas season a joyous occasion for those less 
fortunate than ourselves.
It has .set up drop bins in its 200-plus locations across 
Canada for customers to drop their gifts, unwrapped toys 
or cans of food. With the help and assistance of the local 
Bumper to Bumper dealer and the local Salvation Army 
chapter in all Bumper to Bumper cities across Canada, 
these gifts will be distributed to the needy—- to people who 
can best benefit from your generosity.
Bumper To Bumper is proud of this association, lit 
Sidney you can drop your gift of canned food or an 
unwrapped toy at your closest Bumper To Bumper 
location at Andy’s Auto Parts and assessory; 2412 Bevan 
Ave. ■.
FRANK JAKOBSEN
FINISH CARPENTRY • CUSTOM INTERIORS
10507 Allbay Road, 
Sidney, B.C. 
V8L2P2 656-4225
ELWOOO E. THOMPSON CONTRACTOR LTD.
. Concrete Watorprooling
Concrete Drivew'ays Ouaiiy tilos Sidewalks
Fish Ponds ; :
Phone 656-3881 for Free Estimale





JOHN BARR FREE ESTIMATES 656-9669
1 AND 2 BEDROOM waterfront 
; a c cb m m bd a t i 0 n : 6 n;: S a t u r n a 
: Island, low winter; rates. 
Furnished. Phone 112-539-2208.
;3 p5b;;T /T,
SPECIAL - CASTLE HOTEL, 750 
;Granville,Vahcouver,acrbssfrom:- 
/ Eaton'S;: Rooms: $28: and: up; ;: 
TTsingle br double occupancy. T.V.,
I 'alf services./Reservatipns,:;write::; 
Torphorie 682:2661. 3pb50::;;:
^SIDNEY ; HOME ;
:: TEAK AND MAHOGANY lumber, available for female. One room, 
tongue and groove V joints. $225. Twoadjacent rooms $300., f 
Yellow cedar 3/®:’X 1 3/4”; West. ■ including laundry and utilities;: ' = 
WindWbbd wbrks. 656-3143. 656-5023. 4p52
4c01
Retirement Near the 
Sea
“MARINA PARK’’ 
Spacious 1: bedroom 
suite with extra/ large 
patio. Newly: decorated;: 
Th is : - Cornplex; is / well 
maintained / inside and 







THREE WISE BUYS OF NORTH 
SAANICH ARE:
1.: Affordable subdividable; 
..waterfront featuring 
superb views, easy beach 
:access and two bedroom 
cottage;
2; Beau tit ul /; ^appointed; 
' Townhouse close ;1o::;/all 
amenities; MUST. /SELL 
///this:WEEK!I!/:; T; -T /:T: 
-S:/ Super, family: home set on a 
c. / lovely; country /acre,/toads 
://; of ,room:Tor kids;/pets and, 
parents.
656-2376 :;656-1;I31 (24 hrsj
Large numbers of sea 
birds die each year as a 
direct result of petroleum 
oils entering their marine 
environment, largely 
through oil spills. Many are 
V i c t i m s o f p i I r s o a k e d 
feathers that; make it 
impossible for them to 
catch food, fly; or /even 
s w i m; / B u t : 61 h e r, 1 e s s
obvious, deadly effects of
took blood samples from all 
the birds, then divided the 
birds into two groups. One 
group was given crude oil 
by capsule for five days, 
and the other group vvas 
given empty capsules; One; 
the fifth/ day of the 
experiment, blood taken 
from / the oil^dosed birds ; 
was/dark brown and failed / 
to redden on mixing with;
/9' KA'YAKyjquality/builtTred/andT
/AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY, 1
/bed rborn: abpt; ,/'/ad u It::/;-brieh ted;::;-
J /:■/
Heated, cable, covered parking, 
obo. Phone 656-4532.5-10 p.m. excellent water viev/. No children
:::;weekdays.__________________2p51 or pets. $380.00 month. Forappt.
to view,656-7117. /::://///:'2p50..,4;; /:
1974 AUSTIN MARINA, needs 
transmission work, 69,000 miles. 
Offers. 656-6949. / : / 3nc51:
RENT /REDUCED/:$100: ; Now;/
; $60p;/;mbnth; i2th:mbnth;free; ; : 
/ Deluxe: cbhdoT 2//bedrobms;:;2 / : 
bathrdbms,/W/W carpet; :range,/ 
frid ge, ;dishwa ser,/ d rapes> heat / 
arid hot water; Available Jah’. 1.





75 FORD EXPLORER V8, PS, PB,
: 60,000 mj; Needs minor repair.; 
$1,200. or best offer. Kerry, 656-
■•2528.//-: '■:::/:-3nc51;
BRENTWOOD BAY,: 1 bedroom
apt. Adults only, $354; month.: 
'479'-3310;.2c50./
EXECUTIVE STYLE Sidney 
townhouse: Double garage, 2fire-: 
places and ; 4 :: appliances,
:$650./mo, / No; pets dr/ small 
' children.
Management, Kent MacLeod and 
Assoc, at38 T-313 L / 2c50
Est: 1912
; insurance Agents 
: AUTOPLAN
/Member - Victoria M.L.S, 
/.;:/ 656-1154/':.:;.:•/','■/
Established 1925
oil have been/ suspected for/ air, // suggesting: ;a ; lo^
/ some/ time. /Now: scientists // 9 x y g e n; / i n g
with the Canadian Wildlife hemoglobin.
Service have shown for the The birds receiving oil 
first time that ingested oil w'ere severely anaemic. In 
can cause serious blood addition, when the red 
problems. blood cells were removed,
Dr. David Peakall, and the remaining fluid 
associates from the United (plasma) was rusty red 
States, studied the effects of instead of the normal straw' 
a Prudhoe Bay crude-oil color. This is characteristic 
spill on young herring gulls of a condition known as
tlas.sic


















25 Year's Experience 
Residential. Commercial,
■ ' Industrial





and Atlantic puffins. hemolytic anaemia.
In their experiments. Dr. Dr. Peakall anc. 
Peakall and his colleagues a.ssociates admit that the 
_____ amount of oil ingested by
/: SATURNA:ISLAND:: 5/acre/fully / 
serviced sub waterfront lot. Good 
anchorage, ykht club privileges. 
$42,000. Also 11 acres timbered,
: beautiful views, Price negotiable, 
/112-539-2208,//;^
WATERFRONT LOT on Magic
Lake.’Pender Island. Includes 18 
ft. trailer.:;Reduced to: $25,500. 
Phbne656-6129./ : / . 5p01
„ birds that become oiled 
MISCELLANEOUS I during pollution events is 
FOR SALE I Jiot known. But the feel 
there is “a firm basis for 
/concern” that/oil pollution 
ma/y produce subtle; effect 
in ; wild;/ bir^ 
serious long-term 
/ irnplications for the / birds’ 
reproduction arid ultimately 
their survival.
Thorne - LennonJElecfric (1976) Ltd.
THIRD ST., SIDNEY. B.C. V8L 3A6





Moneyspinniirs, Towers ol gold- ' cosily 
. wlillown.sh, BlacMisled, CHEATIVE; fRAUD: 
lolls miicli more: On;TV Ncws/ Pickup only 
;S6, Mail $6. 521 Normandy Roail, (Royal Oak) 
VBZ'Sja: 479-8484:/
1975 CHEV y* TON, Extendable 2 BEDROOM HOUSE to rent in 
bumper, 2 gas tanks; camper / Sidney, available now, 656-1905 ,
; window, window . guardGood 2c50 
condition, 59,000 mi. $2,995.
656-5126: lp50:
REALESTATE FORSALE
BACHELOR SUITE, fridge and
stove plus utilities, $300, 656- 
5173 or656-51b6; 2c5T
PACIFIC FORKLIFTS SALES, We
have the largest stock good used 
forklifts in Western Canada. 
Pneumatics, solid tire, electric 
■ : and 4 W,D./$2,500 up, Terry 
: /Simpson 533-S331. : / TpbBO
/FOit'SAlE'TeW throi^ for sale
BACHELOR BASEMENT SUITE ’
private entrance, non-smoker, ;/ 
available Jan, 1, 1984, $300 per 
month includes : utilities and 
laundry facilItles, 656-7992: 2c51 ' 
QUIET AREA ;rprivato”ba”throoiTi 
and entrance, fireplace; Sorry no:; 
pots, Ask for Yvonne. 6b()-1966, r








BEAUTIFUL 3 bdrm- home 
;sharOj/ with/present tenants: in; 
bnsontont/sUild. Two/full baths, 
again/beutz 12 KVA power plant living /room,// diiTirig /room.; 
with 200 gallon luol tank. $3,800 : appliances, /$b9'j/per mo.: 656 '
: // obo tAlso two propane fridges and 5173, C56"51S6 .. 
lights, Also: portable; hydra; drill 
with hits and casings and: drill
T'Pb 5 0-
___ 2p51;:
blip COVE T 3 bdrrit/homorNa 
stopi fridge/and siovo .iiToluded, //]






jQo Slarko ; 381-1578 or ' 
656-0747 Casllo Proporlios 
(1982) Ltd. ;
HOHUE OF THE WEEK
FOR RENT
, I .
DUPLEX --'/SIDNEY. 3: bdrm 
fireplace,' fenced: yard,: no pots; 








'r'.: //,.", './l' AT lll/ACON,/,,.
■■■flKtlriltlMl YV-itUrfil'ri'i .ri'ivj'Lilr i;i.v4i|,)/i(/l( ^Vult'l, ,
■.Yfffw.s'.iirim rivtuy riuUi/
bUWff,: (ll ,liwa',,lii’i w.HriiU.'rtr.iH .n rmwl
sciw*: ctins(!Hl',"ii flinuftfi iiiwi niiw aiwpihnu
J;:. .V,. , ii) mmiiMiiiHi ,
I WOULD LIKE to rente garage to 
/del 'hobby;/work :fof reasonable 
/ rash dr trade for yard work:
■reqOTred" FOR,; JAN:
Hou’sekoapInB room ‘ or- small 
liSuHe, mnxlmiim; $225,00 hor '
' month, Have a cat ; 389'0039, : /
::4&cWTI5NOTO
Waritetl to rent from , February i : 
: ISth to: July 1st,: 2/bodrootii;/ 
; home, unfurnished:' Trustw'Orlt'iy;
older couple. Serious roferencesf/
: 652-:1328 . 2t)50
RENT INCLUDES SATEllTE
'/':////•'’•'■ ■'/■'/TV ,:/:'■;,:/:/■//•? ://■■:
BACHELOR - $300. 
/ONE OEDROOWI. $440 
TWO OEDHOOM $640.
S1U6.900






, j;//i(Jual.:/loi: hbrses.uriothoi: 
liyo slock, .1 ho,two bediTo/ 
/hungaiow /is/::conipl()loly, 
reriovolen '/ind' 111 Jm- 
/itianiiTtit;/condition// plus 
/jhitrt' id'/room lor;1i' Work- 
sh6|) in itarl hnSernont,; 
::,H(irc)/:.lorli)y/ SOLO: lomor-:
,row,:50 htirfy:'Phone:,,/;' 
Frodtiv Starkn J52.9B02 
()5fi-074,
WHAT A DEAL/
ITS ALMOST A STEAL / :
Thin//huge :/,2500;Gq//:;tt./ 
uinorsiylctTnm.Jiomo/ntust:: 
ho neon'tq be appreciated,/; 
'cnmpiotely repainted' fillly 
iiniGhed:' //total:; ol//flve 
/hodrni.'plusoliicoandlibb-;. 
hv''rW ’ All'on" ():7"acre" 
'iniikosHhinThoidonlTiqiiie:; 
loi Hie •■gentleman 
/:lai;im!tl';with:‘a',b!(i:lam/::2/ 
liropL/Sbathrm./Intercom' 
thrunul plus many olbor 
liiatiiien makes this Iho 
//b0!il/dea/in Doep/Coyo/for: 
'Qi1|y:$1,?4,900.t Ro lirstrio 
/yidw/wllh/:/Froddy:/Slarkc 
662-96(1?, .loo Starko 
381-1578 or 666-0747.
ALI: MAKES &IM0DELS
Leyland, Mitsubishi, Ford, Massey Ferguson, 
Kobota, John Deere






13Tre(lrrli,'dd stc|)/,rahc!ier//lSeal Glflilei’br/retlren 
"! Kitchen: wllli eating/;' area: Ljiv/JinO' living-clirilngrni,,,; 'willv, 
/ /peatilator' FP; Plush wall lo wall Ihruout, Easy care yard:■ Close 
to shopping rikLIransporalioh, Extra wide entranco /door lor 
' whciolcJiaiLacc,oss;: rt)r inoro i ,loo Slarko 31/381^1578, or
FroddV Slarko 31 652*9802 or 666-0747. / "^^^
30
»«8 im« Rit Riehirflisn
iREALESTATe
FORSALE




nuinii III areu ol jiicu iiuiiiu;)
mu^l be ,5o!(1:: ificiuded Is a
,lamily/:roorvLo!( lije kiichen 
rinii/« reiV/' rm* down': The' 
housr::hwd8//sornr);/TLC/;/ 
but/ll/yoU’fd/looklrtgddr a, 
■hiin h’misrifhis Lfiuid'he tors 
you I arry Okori 656*105(1 
rir:''65K.b747.,:/h;/.//'//',,v://
DRASTICALLY REOUCEO i 
5-BEDHOOM / T 
/ /^» YEARS OLD
;,//// :/:;:/■:■ $77,900///// 
/'Ihls; (arnliy; Home / bas; 3/ 
bedrooms :i.ip and ,2 .dow'h. ' 
;fhc; bascmfint/lial/:a liv; 




spaclous /rTiodorh kitchen/; 
/ALths ond/ol/a cUI-de'saP' 
mear:,Sidney in/ail/aroa ol: 
:near/pow/ihomys,:, Marital 
/lioparAtioiv/lnrceo'a '.qiiick 
■:sale'-''SQ: met "nbW://LariV' 




:Vyhv /ndt,,/giyo,/a/ call, jp(//a 
://'FTae//MriTkei /Evaltiaiibn/,'/ 
of yrnL/propedy; Froddy or 









willi wMiq .riiM garage, ; 
lots ol pifikmq Close to 




BEST BUT / /
Loveiy/4-bodr(Ti,/Split (level, 
iamlly lidme, .LargoJivingv 
dlnlngrbom-famlly / rboiii 
with ,f:lsHdri/;StoveL/’/3 
balhrm.;/ double; garage,' 
soparaiestoragd-work- 
shop. luliy,,fiervlcod almost 
2/3 of an acre inndsoapcd 
lot/: witll ,lu|ure :,potential; 
patio/:,//iiwinVniifig//:poo| 
/iiegotiablo; ihisTs/a /iTiusl 
see family home, priced to 
'sollmL;Si24,900:'Ft)f:appt,: 
to View please call’Froddy 






iiir Backhoe it Excavatlng ★ TruckiIng
GOKD IVIIAIRTMANI f SEFTIC
Excavating; Ltd. 1 FIELDS





/ Dhi cnkPC ' •backlifjB service
::rULouN o •plowing, cultivating "
'Excavating &rotovaling
::&:Tractor '










pi ox,..',b, QUO ,.,sq,,











; ! : ;; Prompt, Courfoous SorVICB ; ; V
Ploughimj, leveliiu), Cnnuh PuM niggnui ^ Pum.liinq
6564748
AdVertiSp in Ihe 
PehiiiSula/Dii'ectery
PHONE 656-1151
Page PS THE REVIEW Wednesday, Deeemher 14, I9S.I W
PENINSUU DIRECTORY
of PROFESSIONS, GOODS ond SERVICES ...
'"'I r ' General S<
AMES REPAIRS & RENTALS
7115 West Saanich Rd., Brenwtood Bay, B.C. 
Ph.652-2512^^^^^^^^^ ^ V0S1A0
•Small Engine Repairs • homeowner
bsmmowers. Chain Saws, Small outboards, *»cmtal«5









Drain Steel Mon.-Fri. 7-5 p.m.
Rock Culverts Sat. 7-3 p.m.
GRANTS 
SMALL MOTORS
10134 McDonald Park Road
Repains to Lavvmnowers,
Chainsaws, Motorcycles, etc. opkn \ion.
Pioneer 656-/714Husqvarna rC) SAT.
J/l©
‘Safer' way
Roofs, Patios, Lawns, Walls, Sidewalks, Driveways
safe-t®c services
The needs of three quite different children in three 
widely separate countries typify the lives of many other 
children throughout the Third World, says Mrs. Pat 
Collett of Sidney, who has been appointed a World Vision 
special childcare associate.
World Vision, one of the largest private Christian 
humanitarian agencies, is stepping up its emphasis on the 
community with a “childcare partnership” program. 
Thousands of Third World children can now be cared for 
by their parents and their villages, each as part of a World 
Vision project that benefits the entire community.
Rather than seeking to match each third-world child 
with a specific sponsor in one of the developed countries 
such as Canada — an enormously popular but increasingly 
costly one-on-one relationship involving complex exchange 
of correspondence, translation etc. — World Vision is 
encouraging new supporters to opt for the community 
childcarepartnershipplan. ^^^^^^^^ ^^ ^
A typical-child such as Setek in Kenya, Milton in 
Colombia or Annakeli in India, represents hundreds or 
thousands of additional children in similar circumstances 
— somewhat as “Timmy” represents many handicapped
SIOHET GLASS
Marine, Auto & Salety Glass- insurance Claims Promptly Handled 
Window Glass—- Mirrors 65G-i313
10114 McDonald Park Rd.
Windshields Instafied
World Vision project supporters are kept informed with 
regular reports on the region, the project, and the 
representative child involved. This does not mean existing 
sponsors or children will be dropped from the earlier plan.
“Children develop best in an environment where there is 
both dignity and health”, says World Vision regional 
director John Howat. “Increasingly, our organization is 
designing projects which help not only the children, but the 
families and villages in which these children live, so that
Boats float silently on reflective bed of water in shelter of Brentwood Bay.
Murray Sharratt Photo
Qs*eenSSccne:TQndscapm;g
(652-3089 “Weas Through PtenWwg COMPLETE SERVICE
•Interlocking Stones for ^
Patrios, Walks, Maintenance
Driveways •Pruning & Spraying
•Lawns (Seed dr Sod) y ^ •Fencing, Cerhent Work
Seems like the Halloween 
the village can grow with its children and can replicate in candies were barely cleared 
other communities, modelling a pattern of development from store shelves before 
and prosperity. Otherwise, those who survive childhood Christmas was installed 
tend to leave their hometowns in search of better things.” vvith all its commercial
Caring Canadians are being asked to contribute monthly glitter.
sums of $ 18 dr more to this plan. Each partner’s funds are Don’t let the contagious 
added to those of others who choose to support the same panic of the approaching 
project, providing things which improve the quality of life festive season eliminate a
something to give someone. 
Stop and think before you 
buy.
To begin with, remember 
that prices vary sometimes 
considerably from one 
retailer to another, so shop
'■.around.:.-.'—V
Whenever there is doubt
am %mmm
€52-3318






iStbne—Marble—; Masonry 5&—Landscaping 
Supplies, Masons Tools, Cement, D.F.C. 
Decor Stone & Interlocking Products, B.C. 
Distributor for Tweed Steel Fireplace
Systems. Phone 652-0522
in the community --- such as educational progra:ms, rational approach to ydur about the suitability of a 
vocational training, nutrition clinics, irrigation techniques, Christmas shopping; gift, make sure it can be
diteracy:training programs, sanitation systemS, clean water, V Nor should you fall into returned or exchanged 
-improved farmipg techniques or animal husbandry skills. ■ the trap of buying a gift^^^^^^
“Each gift is realy multiplied in the field— providing all solely for the sa:ke of having If you decide to put a 
Children with the experience of a fuller more staisfying : : 
says Howat.
Regular contact with each Third World community I 
involved is made by World Vision staff members-^ usually | 
people native to the region—- to ensure care is being | 
provided as agreed. Children and their families are a
interviewed, and an inspection is made of accounts. To g 
help improve the quality, of care, special training courses 
are provided for project staff in accounting, childcare, “
:..vSrfVT_:L—I
deposit on an item, 
remember that the deposit 
is usually non-refundable, 
unless information to the 
contrary is made clear at the 
time. Many retailers will 
hold merchandise for a 
short period without a 
deposit if you need the time
Christmas within your 
means and you’ll have a 
happy festive season.
After completing your 
shopping, you should be 
filled with the joy of giving, 
rather than a preoccupation 
of how you will be able to
to fully assess the suitability afford the festivities once 
of your intended purchase, the turkey has been carved 
Don’t rush.and the giftwrap lies 
Keep in mind crumpled and discarded in 
affordability --- celebrate the trashcan. ?
Field difeetdr-write
.to,ensure proper stewardship of funds and resources. , §
Those wishing more information on World Vision’s | S m B #
childcare partnership can contact Mrs. Pat Collett at 656- i W
7710.
Tn my long experience in government, I found the J
The other day, I read a letter by some public majority of public servants to be dedicated, hard-
of PROFESSIONS, GOODS anil SERVICES
I servant to the edito—pf a newspaper, a letter which I working people. Ministers especially should be I
sa thmV pvprv rnprnhip'r nf fhr* a<S\/prnrhf'nf chr\iilH rpnH - ' mi'pfn 1 nhhnt pritipi'/mo IHp hiihlip SCrvicC bCCSiUSC if ^ ^ ^ @I
I The writer didn’t lash out at the goyerhmerit for— they are not doiing a godd job it is;often betause: of 
\yanting to lay off as many public servants as of /^irpr>t^r,n cin,-i ^.loor r..A.,u
s":.'
NOW MAILABLE IN STOCK ^ UPHOLSTERY
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FREE EVALUATIONS
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★ Quality Worhmahship ★ Free Estimates
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DISCOUNTS FOR SENIOR CITIZENS Flashing
possible, but he expressed some disappointment at politicians.” ' V ^
the government’s attitude towards public servants. what I mean when I described Shelford as a ;
a gentle man?
government for 23 years. He said he had made a That isn’t to say that Shelford wants to give public _ 
conscious decision at that time to work for) servants everything they ask for-at the bargaining ® 
government: rather than the private sector; ThaLwas table. He points outv and rightly so, that collective i 






subjected to market conditions. When the bottom i. 
falls out of an industry, its workers will sdoner or 0
I
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rightly so, that balancing influence doesn’t exist. He 
says that politicians all too often give in to the 
demands of government, workers and raise taxes to 
, pay the bill;'; ;-■
Enter Shclford’s proposal to replace the current 
adversary method of collecUve bargaining with
DAYS
South Islaricls Roofing Ltd,
TAR AND GRAVEL; NEW Hi RE-ROOFING 




those of the private sector and he, in fact, traded 
higher pay for some job security.
The writer alsomentioned that he had always felt 
some satisfaction being able to serve the public. He 
had always tried to do an excellent job and was proud 
v'Of it.^■'
; He expressed concern over the thinly-veiled 
contempt many government members have for the 
public service and, I believe, his concern is ju.stificd. I 
rcmemhcr vvcll when the now politically defunct Bill
Vandcr Zalnr said public servants are lazy and the something more co-operative. His scheme is based on 
Ihxpaycr.s could consider tliemsclves lucky if public the prerequisite that no goyernment wage structure 
scVvanls put in an honest three days work a week, ; ever be higher than those of the wealth-producing 
Similar sentiments htive been expressed by a export industries.
Ciniinbcr of current cabinet tpinistcrs iind more that)
; sprinkling )pf goyernment) backbenchers. Premier each side research 50 scttlcihcnts of *1^^ ) «
. « V Benncil himself has rarely said anything good about establish the average wage iri :cach category of ■ 
B) -goyerm^^ workois or salaried employees. Settlements should be S
■K I can’t blame tlie writer for bcing disgppoimed j ive per cent lower than those Ihihc piivaj-scctor, in ! 
)S ; :\yi(h,(luit lUtitude o -yiew; of hotter pension plans imddther benefits the !
I ) It’s not the kind of aiiitudc lhat gcMK-aics SClf-i^Tspcci public sector »










9 .gentleman : Whose: credentials -arc impeccable: a ,U he
IS and who lias; gently admonished The ^^'rys,: adding ; l||at ) Premier Bennett and) his 
meiif far Us lmrcaucrat- bhshihg.J-T^^^^^;^^^^^^^^^^^^ government have fallen short of that obligation.
3QjIHMlIffii 'T'li














Bert Morrey PlumbLkensnri Plmher “ New Con
Injj & ;H0atin^
slrilcllon and Rtipairs :■: ■'
10418 All Buy ndv Sidnoy Phonu 650-1680
;McLAREN-Sr’''“'
SATEI-UTET.Vi'
)‘OVER 80 CHANNELS 
•SUPERIOR QUALITY RECEPTION 
•SYSTEMS FROM $1995.00 
FREE SITE INSPECTION 
CALL JANNIE THOMPSON 
::) ::'a;t'()())DouiirAs si:fi(i:i):vii;')()ftiA.'iiCrVd—;
; gcnllcmah who has come lOf the defence of public 
9 ; servants
B; - goycrn eiif for sburcaiicrat-bhshihg,
9' I say gently because Cyril Shelford hasn’t got may think Shcll'brd’s proposal simplistic, but
savage; streak itv him, Shelfordl of course,- was consider this: Is the system wc now use any better? 
agriculture ininistcr in the government of W.A;C, Docs it achieve the desired results, namely fairness to
Beniicit, His credentials as a Social Grcditer cair’t he employees and recognition of the public’s hbilily to
-questioned.;;p«y?', ':„ ;,V:;;'
Shelford vyarns Premier Bennett that ) his ) Th government could do a lot worse than listen to 
confrontational policies:wpn't work.)Hcre’s what he a man wito-vas a Socred cabinet rpinister when the 
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Mayihir Shopping Centre They'll also; be ’accepting 
provides n irec mulciier asa ddnations on behalf of the 
, service to Victoria ) area society, the funds td be used ; ?
comniunitles amJ Victorin ior services to MS patients. ;
':.'and):..:;;:Van'cpuycr.'—Isla,hd,;
Muhi|dc Scleio.sis Society 
: Avill again be joining in i he 
..-'Christina's''-"Trce.^'. .;'disposal: 
service Jan, 7 when MS- 
)socicly volunteers will be at; 
))the'';;"ccritre,;;Tb';''.,.hc!p;:':,dut',";:,
lo the Unfit 
^'Ifyoii jus'tsh':- 
%ii nonH quit 
Bcin^ unfit.
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Parkland
By Wendy Laing
supportive, and expressed Parkland’s thanks.
Continuing in the arts, Parkland’s Career Preparation 
11/12 class has receritly become a member of the Victoria 
Junior Craftsmens’ club. As well as allowing “student 
contact with reality” (The graphics industry), teacher ;
ses at Keatings and Stelly's schools recently 
t. Presenting cheque for $175 to John Martin, centre, co­
ordinator of TMH programs, Christine Frederick and Ken Ehingson, are 4H members Sandra Pinch 
and Dawn MacPherson.
graduated last June, was able to get a local job through our ■ 
program and the club. . i
Heather Drysdale (president), Len Collins (vice) and ; 
Kerry Kereluk (secretary) attend monthly meetings, with : 
For any school to take fourth place athletically in British the “parent group” , Victoria Printinghouse Craftsmens’ 
Columbia, is quite an accomplishment. Parkland’s senior Club, and tours and dinners with guest speakers are future j 
girls volleyball did just that Dec. 3. After capturing the events. \ ,
Island title for the third consecutive year, the Panthers Don Burgess’ Socials 9 class enjoyed a Japanese ; 
travelled to Courtnay for the B.C. tournament in search of luncheon, last Monday, while the concert band performed ; 
a medal, and only fell short by one position. They certainly for Resthaven Lodge. ;
did not lack the determination, sportsmanship and skills Parkland’s jazz and concert bands and choir present ; 
“oar excellence”! their annual Christmas Concert at 7:30 p.m. this evening in
The same praise can be given to our senior boys the multipurpose room. Admission is by donation .. .join 
volleyball. They too competed in the provincial the holiday spirit!
championships in early December. Ho.sted at Lambrick While the computer science 11 class visited UVic’s 
Park school, the Cats had earned two Parkland records, computer room, Grassroofs Theatre’s Grease roared onto ; 
The boys, who had never attended an Island tournament the stage. Don t miss this fantastic production ... it s 
went on to win the championship, then placed an your present from Santa! Tickets available for Dec. 15, 16 ; 
admirable 10th place in B.C., our best showing ever. and 17 at Parkland box office, Greenroom (drama), at the ;
With a very sucessful season under their belts, special door, or phone the school. ;
congratulation to the coaches and players of both teams — Rap-Up: Panthers are talking about ... basketball • 
you are all first class! season ... the Ghristmas hamper class challenges ... and ,
In another fine department of our secondary. Parkland King Arthur’s Catering and great tunes for a rockin; : 
Graphics is well into another organized annual club holiday!! •
season. With teacher sponsors, Miss Morgan (Saanich 
Project teacher) and Mr. Pritchard (automotive), and Len ' 
Collins and Kerry Kereluk as student editors, much 
headway has been made.
The annual’s collection of business sponsors is going 
extremely well. Len reported Sidney merchants as very
ByWendyLaing - Special vacation programs of the vacation include
Though Ghristmas vacation is second only to Kandy Stripers for 3-5 years-olds. Those last-minute- 
suminertime in the eyes of students, there are often mornings can now be free, parents, with the help of Shelly 
negative results waiting anxiously for Dec. 25.“Mom . . . Mann’s exciting, holiday fun, 9:30-12 noon, Dec 19-23. 
what can I do? Heard this phrase before? With such The popular Christmas Capers daycamp offers 
creative and imaginative opportunities of this special swimming, skating, crafts and good times for those 6-12 
month, boredom should never enter a child’s mind.. during next week’s break.
To take advantage of the holiday, join the spirit of Only Mrs. Santa knew about Panorama’s Sugar Plum 
Peninsula Recreation. The centre is stocked full of fittness Kitchen! Christmas candy making for cooks 7-12 years-old 
for the holidays and many other goodies from Santa. the Dec. 15 (tomorrow) workshop in the participort
Drop-in hockey (7 to 12 years and 13 to 18 years), (portable). Bring along $5 and a sweet tooth! 
everyone welcome and thank-goodenss-it’s-Friday skates Since the social scene is the highpoint of Christmasi the 
are offered from Dec. 19 to Jan. 2 for keen youths. Adults : centre’s Party Look class for teens (13 year and up), is a 
' can glicle about during noon and adult skates and shinney brilliahtsiclea. For make-up and hair tipi for a dazzling
, hockey..^' 'holiday,',' .stop; '.by,/for/.''Sharyn''.','Sw'eeny'"'nnd/;'Lyndsay‘
/Finally, since sharing is as muchapart of Ghristmasasa ‘Morrison’s event. This Saturday, Dec. 17 is the day, with 
J cqlqurful tree, family skates are offered. $5 and 2-4 p.m. as the details.
have great hockey Soaring back to recreation : : /Bash a few birdies Dec.
j ; action to coriiplement the National Hockey League( Enjoy 13,:20 and 27, during Christinas badminton. Adults; erijoyT^^ 
! the excitement. great Tuesday evening sports from 7:30-9:30 p.m. with






If you like your water less rigid, swimmers have a well- drop-in fees at $2.50 and $4 for singles and doubles | wagon and 
Tourided ; schedule for the; season. For both dfeha and resp&tivelv. I a vp
-Anilfltire / cpc'cirinc • rrfrrtW'^T^QnrkrQTriQ ’c'';'^Vtrictrna“"klilt '-kliVkk' tt ■
1 lo woDciiLiai U.U1111^;tiicac wcciva, wiLii luc -. wili^ ; your Camera lO CaiCil )
I delicious treats that just can’t be passed by. Drop-in fitness with the legend himself!
I at 9:30 a.m. (babysitting), ,and'5:30..- 7:30 p.m. is the P.S. Pen-Rec is closed Chr 
i rierfect solution to ahhbhd rricha and shortbread. and bright! ‘
Santa Claus arrives shopping areas noon r 1 ■
by boat 11 a.m. Dec. 17 p.m. in the,village. Hot
for his annual chocolate will be served
Christmas visit to by Central Saanich
Brentwood Bay. The Lions and after touring
dear old gent will arrive ; the village Santa will be
at Brentwood Inn ; at Brentwood United;;
wharf , his sleigh Church where he would
mounted on a hay like to see all the local
pulled up children. His visit has
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The Sidney group of the 
Save The Children Fund 
holds regular meetings at 2 
p.m., St. Andrew’s Church 
Hall, 4th Street, Sidney, on 
the second and fourth 
Wednesday in each month. 
New members or visitors 
warmly welcomed.
Discovery Toastmistress 
Club meets the second and 
fourth Thursdays at 8 p.m. 
Shady Creek Unitedm
Church Hall, 7184 East 
Saanich Road. Visitors 
welcome.
Sidney Stroke Club will 
be meeting the second and 
fourth Wednesday, each 
month, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in 
Margaret Vaughan Birch 
Hall. All “strokers” 
welcome. For more- 
information call co­
ordinator Ruth Snow at
You can help, the 
S al V a t i o n A r m y n ee d s 
c 1 o t h i n g, h o u s e h o 1 d 
articles, appliances and 
furniture ^ ^ f^^ its
rehabilitation program. 
Call 727-2293 for pickup.
Can we help you? Call 
t h e Com m u n i t y
Counselling Centre, 9788- 
2th St., Sidney, V8L 3Y8 
24-hour answering service. 
Call 656-1247.
Women’s Support 
Group. A discussion group 
for women dealing with 
their current needs. 
Newcomers welcome 
Thursday afternoons at 
1:00 p.m. in the 
Community . Counselling 
Service, 9788-2th Street,
traditional songs are sung. 
Men and women of all 
voices are welcome — if 
you like to sing please join 
the group. For more 
information call 656-5301.
Sidney Teen Activity 
Group (STAG) located at 
2304 Oakville St., behind 
Sanscha Hall grounds, is 
open to Saanich Peninsula 
youth aged 13-18 years. 
Clubhouse winter hours are 
7-9:30 p.m. Tuesday, 
Wednesday, Thursday and 
7-11 p.m. Saturdays.
STAG floor hockey 
nights at Sidney elementary 
school gym are held every 
Monday, 7-9 p.m.
STAG also offers pool, 
foozball and ping-pong, as 
well as many other special 
events and community 
projects. All activities are 
free and no registration is 
required. Parent and teen 
inquiries welcome. For 
more information call the 
pc A Office at 656-0134 or 
drop by and pick up a 
program at 9788-2nd St.
I Ability Personnel 
Association is a project 
created to promote 
employment opportunities 
for men and women aged 
over 45 years: The office 
■will assist people in finding 
j6b( opportunities, working 
; with ■ V them to determine 
their skills and capabilities 
; and helping them to present, 
themselyes i in saleable 
terms. For rriore 
Thformation phone 385- 
5000. tfn
Sidney 676 Kittyhawk
The Linden Singers will 
present “Joys of 
Christmas’’ — their annual 
Christmas concert — Dec. 
21, 8 p.m. at Brentwood 
Chapel, 792 Sea Drive, in 
Brentwood.
This celebration of the 
season features works by 
Machen, Schutz and apiece 
for antiphonal choirs and 
brass by Praetorius. A brass
quartette composed of Ross 
Turner, David Travers- 
Smith, Kevin and Laurel 
Thompson, students from 
the University of Victoria, 
join the choir in the 
presentation of Puer Natus 
in Bethlehem.
The choir was organized 
in 1979 and is based in 
Victoria although several 
members reside on the
peninsula. Frances Pollet, a 
well-known local musician 
and former teacher at 
Parkland school, directs the 
singers.
Since the outset, the 
choir’s repertoire and 
committments have 
expanded each season. As 
an integral function, the 
group presents concerts as a 
community service to 
nursing homes, hospitals 
and institutions as well as 
six public concerts a year.
They participate annually 
in the Greater Victoria 
Music Festival and last 
season won the CBG award 
and placed first in the 
national competition 
sponsored by the 
Federation of Canadian 
Music Festivals.
The Linden Singers entertain older folk in a nursing home.
Tickets for “Joys of 
Christmas’’ may be 
purchased at Sidney Music, 
2495 Beacon in Sidney, at 
the Rectory or at the door.
BgaaBBBBii
DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
MQTICE
min AH ELECIKiCIAN?
To replace a faulty switch, add another wall plug, con­
nect an appliance or add another light in one ot the 
rooms or basement.:
Qualified Journeyman Electrician. Licensed and living 
in your area can provide an efficient service. :
No Job Too Small
Council is accepting applications from persons interested in serv­
ing on the following committees:
Advisory Planning Commission.
- 3 members to be appointed
Heritage Advisory Commission
- 2 members to be appointed
Environmental Advisory Commission
- 5 members to be appointed
Free Estimates on Electric Heating, a re-wire or new construction,J
: ; 652-4501
Interested persons should forward their names to Mr. E.A. 
Green, Clerk-Administrator, North Saanich Municipal Hall. 1620 
Mills Road, Sidney, BC no later than December 28, 1983.
T E.A. GREEN 
CLERK-ADMINISTRATOR
FOOD -GIAiyX r FOOD GIANT , FOOD GIANT . FOOD GIANT- V FOOD GlAjyT . I^OOD GIANT ■ FOOD S^T .
Sidney V8L 3Y8. For more 
information call 656-1247.
Grandparents — are your 
grandchildren far away? A 
young mothers non-profit 
support group (Capital 
Families) heed.s help wiih 
child care I'A hours each 
week. Call Patti at 65,6-
Victoria Housing 
Registry, 1923 Fernwood 
. .Road. Free matching rental
■ Squadron;.':;,meetsTTevery,:-'. 
Thursday at 6:30 p.m. to 
8:30 p;m. at the Air Cadet 
Hall on Canora Rd. Come 
and see what we have to 
offer for those aged 13 
years and older or phone 
the hall at 656-4423.
The Capital Region 
Association for the 
Mentally Handicapped 
Christmas store is now open 
at Springwood and
PLEASEINOTE:.;. ::^-: 
We’l! be closed at 6:09 P M. 
ON FSiOAV DEC. 16th loss 
FOR STAFF PARTY 
Sorry for any Inconvenience!
It-*::-;
Prices Effective Dec. 14-17.
7i54 W. SAANICHsRD. BRENTW0OEBAV:
LAST mmUTE BAKING SALEl 
PURITY ALL PURPOSE
If'flv)
services. Landlords 381- Sentinel. Products made by 
1335, tenants , 381-1205, the handicapped. Location 
Monday to Friday 11 a.m.- is in the Trafalgar Square 
,5 p.m. Help with housing shopping centre, 
problems. Brentwood Bay. Store
Attention ladies: all voice hours are 9 a.m.-12 p.m. 
ranges - we want you to sing and 1 p.m.-4 p.m., Monday 
barbershop-style. It’s a fun to Friday. 6-51
time! Most Monday nights Pregnant and wondering 
7:45 p.m. at the Legion what the future holds for 
Hall, Mills Rd. For more you? Sidney Community 
information call 652-3030 Health Service offices of 
0x656-1906. the Capital Regional
Central Saanich senior District can help you. Join 
citizens have moved to their us and other couples in a 
new centre at 1229 Clark comfortable atmosphere of 
Rd., Brentwood Bay. (652- learning through films, 
4611). New members Slides, discussions and 
; Twelcome. A calendar ;of: exercises. Register;now, In ; 
activities is available at the Sidney call 656-1188 
centre, which is open daily Sidney Twirlcrs and 
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. week day’s Drum Corps take lessons at 
and l-4p.m,;Sundaysi ;
Saanich and the Islands from 6 p.m. Thursdays. For 
I.adies (SAILS) for Social more information call 656- 
Credit meet the third ,6098.
Wednesday of each month. The P e n i n s ii 1 o
For further information Disarmament Group meets 
please call 656-6232, regularly. To help us, join
Save The Children Fund us or just for information 
Christmas cards arc on sale call 656-4842. 
now at Jumping Mouse Sidney Activity Centre, 
Book Store on Beacon Ave. sponsored by CMHA and 
All proceeds from the sale the community, meets 
of cards go to the children’s Mondays 10 a;m. - 1 p.ms
8-51 in Margaret Vaughan Birch 
;:IFr:cneh";a?jd;jyAnf'E,Hall','';^Hanbici^^ 
to keep conversational films, recreation, light 
skills? Toastmasters En lunch and an opportunity to 
Francais meets Thursday meet others. For more 
fevenings 7:30 to 9!3() pirn; ipformallpn call: ;6 
For more information cull after 6 p.m. dr 658-5414
>:598«3729or'598-T316.':/:i:';';''T: weekdays,--■■■ttVT;:;
All ages wcicijme to table Saanich Penlnsnla
tennis at Brentwood Vroastmasters Club now 
cleinentary ^school, 7:^ - ,nccts at 7;3() p.m. Tuesday 
^'30 P'lTi* Mondays. More ; gaajtich
inldrmftlion 652.4580 or,
■■652<:1531.':: 'T :■ NewtOn:'f'T-:-.''L-:;;:'
''':'ovcrcttllnR::TcrentlnjL '
problems in your; life? ,, „ . ....
Ovcrcaicrs Anonymous can * the T uck ahop 
“'itelp.:Nu''dues,-np.;wcighing.';
'--M cetingS' ■ arc ’■ :n t'S;-' p. m. f 
Mbridavs; 9751 «3rid Street p 
Sidney,■:eair652.9931v-;:;"-:;"T 
:T;'Pcnlnsultt'i; Singers'::; meet■ ,
:jeveryjTucsday ::7:30 v:t:::9:30 ;;v'■ AlcoUollci:' -:;-Anonymoii!»':: 
■:p.mTat:'the:'Rd:yaVCan«djan:.:.:^::;-40,-..groups;:, meet :,every„ 
Leiijio'htlTaJl"'Oh. ::Mllls';Rd'L" ’ wefk^ Jon t hc:': ■'-Saanich ■ 
New -nuMuhers and For more
''’Sv^l^bwCT':Wt41.;known4dj<;--inform lU'idn--; dr 





Duncan Hines Ail Varieties ;; ;
CskS Mix BlOgPkg.. 
Trophy's Chopped
Walnuts 4Bog,kg






















Minute Maid Frozen Carnation ra
:ICE TATERGEM 1
CREAM juice;;;;-::;:;:;;;": PO'TATOES :;I
pall. , ,. . W » B V . 355mL;,:: tin .......... W Tsog-:-bag . . . ; . . . : W
1 Valley Farms Glen Valley SunRypo Blue Label |
KERNEL APPLE 1
iPEAS : corn: ;;juicE:--
I 188 %
1 bag...........dia anrVtjr 1 69 1.36 litre *1 j
H Berry land Heinz Heinz
llPPLE TOMATO TOMATO
I SAUCE KETCHUP SOUP
B 308 mL1 tin................... 075 ml 1 bottle .... Jbi
ZMml 0l7^^
tinsdta/ a
^ Campboll's Quaker’s Planter's
1 MUSHROOM QUICK
ISOUP OATS OIL;:-:::::;::
















,::V,olnnleeni,.'are, needed :tq, ’
ut
"Till icii m;;;'l.qdi^e 44 81;'
nt crur ban.For 'nut re. 
information call Margeaux 





















Purina Moist 8t Meaty
ladg
tins 4/99'
FLORIDA
FRESH
FRESH GARDENPItODUCE
0
tray pack .lb.
OKANAGAN FANCY 
RED DELICIOUS
APPLES
:o'-
Ih,
CHINESE MANDARIN
ORANGES
PER .BOX'-
CHRISTMAS
ib.:
M'
